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ABSTRACf 

Statistical methods for approaching image reconstruction and restoration problems have 

generated much interest among statisticians in the past decade. In this dissertation, we 

examine in detail various statistical methods of image reconstruction through the simulation 

of a multiple-pinhole coded-aperture imaging system for use in emission tomography. We 

reconstruct each object from a class of 64 total objects, obtaining a reconstruction for each 

of the 64 originals by several different methods. 

Among the methods that we use to obtain these reconstructions are maximum likelihood 

techniques, where we make use of both the popular expectation-maximization (EM) 

algorithm and a Monte Carlo search routine. We also examine methods that include, in some 

form, various kinds of prior information. One way of using prior information is through 

the specification of a prior probability density on the object (or class of objects) to be 

reconstructed. We investigate the use of Markov random field (MRF) models as a means of 

specifying the prior densities that wiII be used to obtain reconstructions. Once given a prior 

density, these reconstructions are taken to be approximations to the maximum a posteriori 

(MAP) estimate of the original object. We also investigate reconstructions obtained through 

other prior densities plus reconstructions obtained by introducing prior information in 

alternate ways. 

Once all the reconstructions are obtained, we attempt to answer the important question, 

"which reconstruction method is 'best'?" We define "best" in this context to be the method 

that allows a human observer to perform a specified task the most accurately. The task to 

be performed is to determine whether or not a small protrusion exists on an elliptical object. 

(This task is motivated by the desire to detect wall-motion abnormalities in the left ventricle 

of the heart.) We generate 32 objects with protrusions (abnormal objects) and 32 objects 

without protrusions (normal objects). These objects constitute our class of 64 originals 
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which are reconstructed by the various methods. The reconstruction methods are then 

analyzed through receiver operating characterisic (ROC) analysis, and a performance index, 

the area under the curve (AUC), is obtained for each method. Statistical tests are then 

performed on certain pairs of methods so that the hypothesis that no difference between the 

AUC's exists can be tested. We found that the reconstruction methods that used the largest 

amount of (accurate) prior information were generally superior to other methods considered. 

We also compute calculable figures of merit (FOM) associated with each reconstruction 

method with the hope that these FOM's will predict the performance of the human observer. 

Unfortunately, our results indicate that the FOM's that we considered do not correlate well 

with the performance of the human. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
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The problem of image reconstruction or restoration can be viewed as an inverse problem. 

The object to be reconstructed or restored, if represented by f, is assumed to be related to 

the data, represented by g, via the forward equation g - O(f) + n, where 0 is the known 

operator specific to the user's imaging system and n represents a noise process that is 

inherent to the system. Various methods are available for solving such problems (i.e., given 

g, determine f), including statistical approaches. Statistical methods have received a great 

deal of attention in the past decade. Rockmore and Macovski (1976) recognized the 

possibility of using maximum likelihood techniques to estimate f given g, but the work of 

Shepp and Vardi (1982) yielded an algorithm that could easily be implemented numerically 

and guaranteed convergence to the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE), albeit in most cases 

requiring large amounts of computation time. 

The work of Shepp and Vardi piqued the interest of statisticians in the field of image 

reconstruction and restoration. A large amount of the research in this area has been related 

to the use of prior information in obtaining reconstructions. The work in this dissertation 

will deal primarily with uses of various types of prior information and the ramifications of 

using such forms. 

We next specialize the forward equation g .. 0(0 + n to the specific case with which we 

are dealing--that of image reconstruction in single-photon emission computed tomography. 

Single-Photon Emission Computed Tomography 

In the field of nuclear medicine, the goal of emission tomography is to estimate the 

activity distribution of a radioactive pharmaceutical that has been taken up in varying 
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amounts by a specific target organ (e.g. brain. heart. liver) in the human body. In single-

photon emission computed tomography (SPEer). the radioactive pharmaceutical is absorbed 

by the target organ. and radiation is subsequently emitted from the organ in the form of 

ga!nma rays. The activity distribution in the organ is then estimated (as a function of 

position) by knowledge of detected photon emissions outside the body. Suppose that a bank 

of (discrete) detectors is arranged around the source (the radiation-emitting organ) in some 

fashion. and denote the value recorded at the ith detector element by gj. If the object is 

then denoted by f(x. y). where by using f(x. y) we imply that we are considering only a two-

dimensional slice through the object. we can represent gj as 

(1.1) 

where the integral is taken over the region of support of f(x. y). nj represents the noise 

associated with detector i. and hj (x. y) represents the point-spread function of the imaging 

system associated with the ith detector and can be thought of as giving the response in 

(discrete) data space to a point source in (continuous) object space. The noise component nj 

in Eq. (2. I) is due to the randomness in counting the photons that are incident on detector i. 

Exactly what is meant by random in this sense will be discussed in greater detail in a later 

section. Now suppose that the object f(x. y) is expressed in terms of a set of basis functions 

00 

f(x.y) - I fjUj(x.y) • 

j-I 

(1.2) 

where fj represents the weight of the jth basis function. Since we cannot. in practice. use 

an infinite number of the basis functions. we approximate the expression in Eq. (1.2) by 



truncating the series, i.e., 

n 
f(x,y) ~ L fjuj(x,y) , 

j-I 

IS 

(1.3) 

where n is the number of basis functions that are used to approximate f(x, y). The error 

that is introduced into the problem by the truncated series can be absorbed into the noise 

component ni given in Eq. (1.1). The resulting ~ is not the same quantity that is 

represented by the term in Eq. (1.1), but we shall continue to use this notation. We then 

have 

n n -L {fhi(X,y)Uj(X,y) dXdy}fj + ni - L hj/ j + nj' (1.4) 

j=1 j=1 

where an equality sign is permissible since we have absorbed the error due to the truncation 

of the series in Eq. (1.2) into the noise component OJ, 

(I.S) 

and it has been assumed that the integration and summation signs can be interchanged. 

In the work done here, the space (x, y) is discretized into a set of square pixels so that fj 

represents the average activity distribution over pixel j, and Uj (x, y) represents a rectangle 
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function occupying the area corresponding to pixel j. The number of elements in the vector 

f corresponds to the number of pixels in the discretized object. Since the number of 

detector elements is necessarily finite, say m, and since we have represented f(x, y) as a 

discrete object with a finite number n of elements, we can express Eq. (1.3) in matrix form 

as 

g-Hf+D, (1.6) 

where g and Dare (m x I)-vectors, f is an (n x I)-vector, and H is an (m x n)-matrix. We 

have denoted here, and shall throughout the remainder of this dissertation, vectors and 

matrices with boldface type. It is also understood that the noise vector n is due to both the 

randomness in the number of photons collected at the detector and the error introduced by 

the approximate representation of f(x, y). 

The way the point-spread function, and hence the matrix H, is determined, and 

therefore the manner in which the data are collected, is dependent upon the sort of imaging 

system used. In Chapter 6 we describe the particular type of imaging system that was 

simulated for use in this dissertation. 

For the imaging systems that we shall be concerned with in this dissertation, the system 

of equations given by Eq. (1.1) can be severely underdetermined. The dimension of the 

vectors g and D can be on the order of three to ten times less than that of the object vector 

f. If this underdeterminedness exists, then the matrix H will have null functions, or objects 

that contribute nothing to the data, associated with it. There exists then, an infinite number 

of solutions that agree equally well with the data. It is impossible to choose a solution from 

the infinite number of candidates without introducing further constraints. One way of 

dealing with this problem is through the use of prior information. For example, since each 

component of f represents an average activity of a radioactive substance, we know that each 
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component of r, say fi' must be non-negative. We can then eliminate from consideration 

any solution that has a negative component fi . 

The method of maximum likelihood was mentioned earlier in relation to the work of 

Shepp and Vardi. Shepp and Vardi used the expectation-mayimization (EM) algorithm of 

Dempster, Laird and Rubin (1977) to obtain the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of r 

given the data g. The form of this algorithm is derived in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. 

Unfortunately, the method of maximum likelihood is not well suited to emission 

tomography. The reason for this is Quite simple: maximum likelihood methods force strict 

agreement with the data, i.e., they give the solution that is most likely to have given rise to 

the data. Therefore, if the data are noisy, as is virtually always the case in emission 

tomography, the MLE will also be noisy. 

This characteristic has been noted in reconstructions in emission tomography by several 

researchers (see, for example, Llacer and Veklerov (1989), Geman and McClure (1987), 

Liang and Hart (1987), Miller et al. (1986), Levitan and Herman (1987», and much effort 

has been put forth in attempting to minimize the problems associated with the method of 

maximum likelihood. 

The use of prior information is one way to achieve this goal. Mentioned earlier as a 

method for circumventing the problems associated with the non-uniqueness of the MLE in 

the case of imaging operators that contain non-empty null spaces, prior information can also 

be used to "drag" the estimate away from strict agreement with the data. We shall elaborate 

in detail on previous uses of prior information and suggest new uses in the following 

chapters of this dissertation. 
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Statistical Methods of Image Reconstruction 

As stated previously, we shall use statistical methods for solving the inverse problem 

given in EQ. (1.6). This approach has been taken by many researchers (a discussion of some 

of these approaches is contained in Chapter 2). Specifically, we view the collection of the 

data as a Poisson process, so that, for a given f, each Si is distributed indp.pendently as a 

Poisson random variable with mean equal to the ith component of the vector Hf, denoted by 

(Hf)j' i.e., 

(1.7) 

If the H-matrix exactly models the imaging system (which can, in fact, never be done). then 

these Poisson statistics are the only source of noise in the data. It is worth noting at this 

stage that the values gj. i= I •...• m. are actually only conditionally independent. i.e .• the {gj} 

are independent given a particular f. Moreover, at this point the discretized version f of the 

object is nonrandom. The case of random f will come up later in this section. 

If one assumes that there are m detector elements, then the probability of the observed 

data occurring given that a particular object produced it, also known as the likelihood 

function of the data. is given by 

(1.8) 

The method of maximum likelihood says that the MLE is the object r ML that is most 

likely to have given rise to the data g. In other words, the MLE is given by 



?MI, - argmax p(g/O , 
f 

where argmax ( . ) denotes the argument that muimizes . with respect to f. 
f 
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(1.9) 

Impetus for the introduction of prior information has already been given. Namely, 

because of null functions in the imaging operator, we would like to eliminate the problem of 

non-uniqueness of solutions associated with the method of maximum likelihood, and we 

would also like to be able to handle the noise in the data that is due to the Poisson statistics. 

Furthermore, if one has prior knowledge that certain objects have characteristics that one 

would like to capture, then this information should be incorporated into the reconstruction. 

There are different ways of introducing prior information into the reconstruction 

method, but we, for the most part, shall do so via the use of probability density functions on 

the object to be reconstructed. These prior densities will be denoted by P(f). There is a 

plethora of possibilities for P(f), and some of these will be discussed in some detail in 

Chapters 2 and 5. For now, however, let us simply suppose that we have a particular P(f) at 

our disposal. If one chooses a 0-1 loss function (i.e., assigns a penalty of 1 if the estimate is 

not equal to the parameter, and assigns a penalty of 0 if the estimate is equal to the 

parameter), then the Bayes estimate of the parameter f is obtained by choosing the f that 

maximizes the posterior distribution of f given g. In other words, the maximum a posteriori 

(MAP) estimate of f given g is given by 

or equivalently, 

? MAP - argmu P(f/g) , 
f 

t MAP - argmax p(glf)P(f) , 
f 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 
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where f MAP is the MAP estimate of f. 

Theoretically, this is a relatively simple concept. However, actually computing f MAP as 

given by Eq. (1.12) is often a far-from-trivial task. The computational problem can arise 

when the forms of P(f) introduce local extrema into the posterior distribution p(flg). The 

high dimensionality of the problem in these cases can make solving Eq. (1.12) an extremely 

difficult problem. Some approaches to handling such optimization problems will be 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

Quantitative Comparisons of Reconstructions 

Due to the seemingly endless number of methods available for use in image 

reconstruction, an obvious and very important question arises: which method is "best"? 

This is an issue that has not received a great deal of attention in the literature concerning 

reconstruction methods, yet it is a question that must be addressed before one can hope to 

judge the worth of various reconstruction schemes (the question is certainly not restricted to 

judging the worth of different reconstruction schemes, but we shall not discuss other 

applications in this work). A major emphasis in this dissertation is to address this issue. 

Before progress can be made towards the goal of determining which reconstruction 

method is best, we must first define in what sense we are using the term "best". In this 

endeavor, we subscribe to the philosophy that the best reconstruction method is the one that 

allows one to perform a specified task the most accurately. This philosophy is consistent 

with the influential work in image quality of Barrett (1990), Herman and Yeung (1989), 

Hanson (1988, 1989), Metz (1978), Wagner and Brown (1985), Shaw (1978), Burgess et aI. 

(1981), and Judy and Swenson (1987). For example, in medical imaging the specified task 

might be to determine whether or not an organ contains a tumor. The best reconstruction 

would then be the one from which the most accurate diagnosis (e.g., tumor present or 
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absent) can be made. In all cases that will concern us, the diagnosis will be made by a 

human observer, so our ultimate goal is to produce reconstructions that allow the human to 

optimize their diagnostic performance. 

In recent years, the use of psychophysical, or observer performance, studies has become 

increasingly popular in the world of medicine. These methods can be used to help answer 

the question of which reconstruction method is best as we have defined best above. What is 

involved and done in an observer performance study, as well as what information is gleaned 

from one, will be addressed in more detail in Chapter 4. 

Unfortunately, observer performance studies are very time-consuming. One would 

therefore like to have a calculable figure of merit (FOM) whose performance mimics that of 

a human. This FOM should be a single number that can be feasibly computed, and it needs 

to be verified that performance measured by such an FOM correlates well with the 

performance of human observers from observer performance studies. Some possible FOM's 

of this type will be presented and discussed in Chapter 4. 

Scope of Dissertation 

The scope of this dissertation is to investigate various statistical methods of image 

reconstruction, e.g., different choices of prior information, ways of incorporating these 

choices, maximum likeliho.,"d methods, etc. Most of these methods have been explored 

independent of the others, and in many cases, proponents of each have attempted to sell the 

merits of their particular method based solely on subjective measures. By this it is meant 

that a few reconstructions, using, e.g., maximum likelihood techniques and maximum a 

posteriori methods with a specific P(f), are obtained. The reconstructions that 'ook- the 

nicest are then judged to be the most useful. It is far from obvious, however, that the most 

aesthetically pleasing reconstructions will also be the ones that lead to the most accurate 
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diagnoses. 

We shall take reconstructions obtained from various methods and make quantitative 

comparisons of them through observer performance studies and/or certain figures of merit. 

It is hoiJOO that this will then yield, for the imaging systems being used in our group, 

optimal methods of reconstruction for the tasks that are considered. 

Chapter 2 will give a review of some of the relevant work already undertaken in 

statistical methods of reconstruction (or restoration). Chapter 3 will discuss the use and 

feasibility of certain optimization methods, including the simulated annealing algorithm. 

Chapter 4 will elaborate on observer performance studies and calculable figures of merit, 

and Chapter 5 will deal with the topic of Markov random fields. Chapter 6 will 

demonstrate some of the different methods of reconstruction discussed previously, and 

quantitative comparisons of these methods will be made. Chapter 7 will consist of 

conclusions concerning the work done in this dissertation and will suggest further directions 

to take for relevant future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 

In the past decade, there has been considerable research done in the area of statistical 

methods of image reconstruction and restoration. In this chapter, some of these methods 

will be discussed and analyzed in more detail. 

Maximum Likelihood Methods 

As stated in the introduction, the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) is the estimate 

f ML of f that maximizes the likelihood function p(gI f). There is more than one way to find 

the MLE, and we shall discuss two of these methods below. The first is the popular 

expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin (1977», while the 

second is a simple Monte Carlo search routine. 

The EM Algorithm 

Perhaps the work that launched the investigation into statistical methods in image 

reconstruction and restoration as much as any other was that of Shepp and Vardi (1982), 

where they used the EM algorithm in emission tomography to find the MLE of the 

discretized object f given the data g (see also Lange and Carson (1984». We shall derive the 

iterative form of the EM algorithm as used in this dissertation and discuss some of its 

properties in this section. 

The EM algorithm is an iterative algorithm designed to find the MLE of a parameter or 

set of parameters. The algorithm is especially useful when the (observable) data are what 

are termed incomplete. By this it is meant that these data can be obtained in many different 

ways from various combinations of the so-called complete data, or the data that cannot be 
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directly observed. In other words, there exist many different combinations of the complete 

data (which we cannot explicitly get our hands on) that will yield identical values of the 

incomplete data that we observe. This particular situation is exactly the type that exists in 

emission tomography. Before this point is explored further, however, we shall first present 

the EM algorithm in its most general form. This general form will then be specialized to 

the case where the density, and hence the likelihood, of the complete data comes from an 

exponential family. We shall then further develop the algorithm for our specific purposes in 

emission tomography by showing that the density of the complete data comes from an 

exponential family if the complete data are specified in a certain manner. 

To set the notation, let us assume that the complete data are represented by the vector e 

and the incomplete data are represented by the vector g. It is assumed that there exists a 

many-to-one mapping from the complete data space to the incomplete data space. In other 

words, for any particular g there exists many different vectors e that are mapped to, i.e., 

that result in, the particular g. We shall denote the space of vectors e having this property 

by 6'(g). Let the set of parameters to be estimated be denoted by the vector f, and let the 

densities of the complete and incomplete data be denoted by p(elf) and p(glf), respectively. 

In some problems that search for the MLE of f, one is able to maximize p(glf) with 

respect to f directly, e.g., by differentiating 10g(P(glf) with respect to f, setting the result 

equal to zero and solving for the MLE. This is done after collection of the complete data g. 

It is sometimes the case, however, that maximizing p(glf) cannot be done directly, i.e., the 

likelihood equations may result in a system of equations that cannot be solved explicitly. 

Often the introduction of an incomplete data set to such problems results in a sequence of 

systems of equations where each system in the sequence can be explicitly solved. The 

solutions obtained from each system in the sequence can then be shown to converge to the 

MLE fMI.' i.e., the argument that maximizes p(glf). 
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Each iteration of the EM algorithm consists of two steps--the E-step. or expectation 

step. and the M-step. or maximization step. Rather than attempting to maximize p(giO 

directly (which we are assuming cannot be done if the EM algorithm is being used). we 

operate on the likelihood p(eiO of the complete data. As alluded to above. it is often the 

case that one can directly mar;miU! p(eIO. Unfortunately. e is not directly observable so 

that maximizing p(eIO. or equivalently. maximizing log(P(elf». does not make sense in this 

case. One would like to take advantage of the fact that 10g(P(eIO) can be directly 

maximized. however. so 10g(p(eIO) is estimated (with respect to e) in some fashion. The 

manner in which p(elf) is estimated is what constitutes the E-step of the algorithm. 

Namely. assume that one has a current approximation (p) to (MI, after p iterations through 

the algorithm. The estimate of log(p(elf» is then taken to be the conditional expected value 

of log(p(elf) with respect to e given the incomplete data g and the current approximation 

rep) of (MI,. Mathematically. this can be stated as 

(2.1 ) 

where E.jc( . Ig.f(p» denotes the conditional expectation of . given g. 

Now that log(p(elf) has a value with respect to e. it can be maximized with respect to 

f. based on this value. This constitutes the M-step of the algorithm and can be stated 

mathematically as 

(P+l) _ argmax E.jc(log(P(eIO)lg. (p» • 
f 

(2.2) 

where (P+l) denotes the new approximation to (MI,. The reason that one cannot stop after 

a single iteration of the algorithm is that the solution to Eq. (2.2) merely maximizes an 

estimate of 10g(p(eIO). and the solution to Eq. (2.2) is in no way guaranteed to be the 
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argument that muimjzes P(slf). As the algorithm proceeds, however, the estimates of 

log(p(elf) are further renned until the solution from Eq. (2.2) yields ?(p) - ?(P+l), at which 

point the algorithm has converged to ? ML' a fact that will be shown later for the case where 

p(elf) comes from an exponential family. 

Before proceeding to the case where p(elf) comes from an exponential family, however, 

we state and prove in the following section a useful monotonicity property of the likelihood. 

• Monotonicity of the Likelihood 

The EM algorithm has the appealing property that the likelihood p(giO of the 

incomplete data is increased after each iteration of the algorithm. We shall demonstrate why 

this is so in this section. 

We first introduce some new notation for the representation of the E-step of the 

algorithm. Namely, define 

(2.3) 

where the right-hand side of Eq. (2.3) is simply the E-step given by Eq. (2.1). 

Using EQ. (2.3), one can express the M-step, EQ. (2.2), as 

(2.4) 

Define 

(2.S) 
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If one def"mes the log-likelihood L(f) as 

L(f) • Iog(P(glf) • (2.6) 

EQs. (2.3) and (2.5) then yield 

(2.7) 

Equation (2.7) gives 

(2.8) 

and 

(2.9) 

so that 

L(f(P+l» - L(f(p» - Q(f(P+l) If(p» - Q(r(p) If(p» 

+ H(f(p) /f(p» - H(f(P+l) Ir(p» . (2.10) 

The KuUback-Leibler information inequality (Bickel and Doksum (1977» says that 

H(r(p) /r(p» ~ H(r(P+l) /r(p» with equality if and only if 



p(el~(p» _ p(el~(P+l» 

P(81~(p» P(81~(P+l» 

almost everywhere. Equation (2.4) guarantees that Q(~(P+l) I~(p» ~ Q(~(p) I~(p» so that 

L(~(P+l» ~ L(~(p», i.e., the likelihood is increased after each iteration of the algorithm. 

We now tum to the special case where p(elf) comes from an exponential family. 

• Development of the Algorithm for Exponential Families 

28 

The iterative form of the EM algorithm is particularly simple when the density of the 

complete data comes from an exponential family. Suppose that 

(2.11) 

where 

a(f) - fh(e)exp{c(f)'t(e)}de , (2.12) 

where the integration is taken over the entire sample space of the random variables e and ' 

denotes the operation of matrix transpose. Equation (2.11) simply says that p(elf) has the 

exponential-family form (Lehmann (1983». The vector tee) is the complete-data sufficient 

statistic for C, meaning that all information concerning inference about the parameters C is 

contained in tee). In particular, suppose that one is searching for the MLE of f when the 

complete-data likelihood function p(elf) is given by EQ. (2.11). The heuristic arguments 

that lead to the specification of the E- and M-steps for the exponential-family case are 

identical to the heuristic arguments that lead to the specification of the E- and M-steps for 

the more general case. If P(elf) comes from an exponential family, however, one only needs 
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to be concerned with t(e) (as opposed to the entire p(elC) since it is a sufficient statistic for 

r. Just as one could not directly observe p(eiO with respect to e in the general case. 

however. one cannot directly observe t(e) in the exponential-family case. and just as 

10g(p(eIO) was estimated in EQ. (2.1). the sufficient statistic t(e) is therefore estimated here. 

If we let 't(p}(e) denote the estimate of t(e) at the pth iteration of the algorithm. then this 

estimate is given mathematically as 

(2.13) 

Once again. the rationale for performing this step is to generate a sequence of equations 

whose solutions wiII eventually lead us to (ML' Since p(eiO is an exponential family with 

sufficient statistic tee). it is sufficient to work with t(e) rather than p(elf). 

The M-step. just as was done in EQ. (2.2). is to then maximize the quantity resulting 

from EQ. (2.13) with respect to r. i.e .• based on the estimate of tee) with respect to e. 

maximize t(e). and hence 10g(P(eIO). with respect to r. For exponential families. this 

maximization step can be equivalently written as the solution to a specific equation. The 

derivation of this equation is given in Appendix A. and the equation itself is given as 

(2.14) 

where E.( . ) denotes the expectation of . with respect to e. Solving EQ. (2.14) for f(p+l} 

yields the new approximation of (ML' As stated above. when p(elf) comes from an 

exponential family. EQ. (2.14) is simply an alternate way of writing the likelihood equations 

given by EQ. (2.2) in the general case. Just as for the general case. one cannot stop the 

algorithm after a single iteration for the exponential-family case since the solution to EQ. 

(2.14) is merely maximizing au estimate of t(e). and this solution is certainly not guaranteed 
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to be the argument that muirniw I)(glO, i.e., the MLE. As the algorithm proceeds, 

however, the estimates of t(e) are further refmed in a manner such that eventually the 

solutions from Eq. (2.14) will give ~(P) - ~(P+l), the point at whjch the algorithm has 

converged to ~ML. This convergence property will be shown below. 

• Convergence of the Algorithm for Exponential Families 

If one restricts the sample space of the complete data e to be such that, for the value of 

the incomplete data g that is observed, the sample space 8(g) is such that every e £ 8(g) will 

exactly yield the particular g that is observed as opposed to using the entire sample space of 

e, then one can write the conditional density of e given f and the observed g as 

k(elg,O = ~:Ig . (2.15) 

Equation (2.15) is obtained by applying Bayes' rule and restricting the sample space of e in 

the manner just described to get 

p(e,glf) = p(eiO . (2.16) 

The log-likelihood L(f) of the incomplete data can then be written as 

L(O - 10g(P(gI0) -log(p(eIO) - 10g(k(elg,0) . (2.17) 

For exponential families, the conditional density of e given g and f can be written as 

k(elg,O - h(e>ex;}li?'t<e)} , (2.18) 
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where 

a(flg) - fh(e)exp(c(f)'t(e)}de , (2.19) 

but now the integration is taken over the region 8(g) and not over the entire sample space 

of e as for a(f) in Eq. (2.12). Equation (2.18) differs from Eq. (2.11) only in the 

normalizing constant since th_ ~,I;O densities are identical except for the specification of their 

sample spaces. Therefore, Eqs. (2.11) and (2.18) both represent exponential families with 

the same parameters f and the same sufficient statistics t(e), but they are defined over 

different sample spaces. The log-likelihood in Eq. (2.17) can now be written as 

L(f) • log(a(flg» - log(a(f» , (2.20) 

where a(f) is given in EQ. (2.12). By differentiating Eq. (2.20) with respect to f and using 

Eqs. (2.12) and (2.19), one obtains 

where (:r)< . ) denotes the component-by-component derivative of the argument . with 

respect to the components of the vector f. The derivative of the log-likelihood can thus be 

viewed as the difference of a conditional and an unconditional expectation of the sufficient 

statistics. Note here that EQs. (2.1) and (2.2) imply that if l(p+l) - (ep) - ~, then 

E.Ic(t(e)lg,~) - E.(t(e)I~), so (;)L(~) -O. Because the log-likelihood is convex 

(Lehmann (1986», ~ must be the MLE (MI,. Therefore, repeated application of the E

and M-steps until (p) - (p+l) does indeed yield the MLE, which is given by 
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fM!. - rep) - r(P+l). 

At this point, it might be useful to summarize what we have done so far in the 

discussion of the EM algorithm. We lust gave the general form of the algorithm after 

heuristically motivating the introduction of the complete data and the use of the E- and M

steps. The general case was then specialized to consider the case where the complete-data 

likelihood comes from an exponential family. A somewhat different, but equivalent, form 

for the M-step in this case was given along with the E-step. It was then shown that for 

exponential families, the algorithm does indeed converge to the MLE at the point when 

successive approximations to f ML are identical. The property that the likelihood of the 

incomplete data is increased after each iteration of the algorithm was also shown. 

We shall continue with the discussion of the algorithm by at last specializing to the 

specific application in which we are interested--that of maximum likelihood estimation of f 

in emission tomography. 

• EM Algorithm in Emission Tomography 

As mentioned very briefly at the beginning of this discussion on the EM algorithm, 

emission tomography is ideally suited for use of the algorithm from the standpoint of the 

existence of an incomplete data space and a natural specification of an associated complete 

data space. In any application of the EM algorithm, there will exist many possible 

specifications of a complete data set, but often a natural set will exist. For our purposes, 

this natural specification is as follows. The incomplete data are viewed as the data that are 

actually collected, i.e., gl' i= I , ... ,m, where m is the number of detector elements referred to 

earlier. The complete data can then be viewed as the actual number of emissions from a 

particular object pixel that are detected at a certain detector pixel. These data will by 

denoted by eO' i-J, ... ,m, j-J, ... ,n, where eO is the number of emissions from object pixel j 

detected at detector pixel i, m once again is the number of detector pixels, and n is the 
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number of object pixels. or basis functions. The complete data are then related to the 

incomplete data via the linear equation 

(2.21) 

Recall that each gj is independently distributed as a Poisson random variable with mean 

equal to (Hf)j. so that the incomplete-data likelihood function p(glf) is given as 

m . 
p(glf) - 11 exp(-(Hf)jl(Hf)jlCi 

(gj)! • 
i=1 

(2.22) 

as given in EQ. (1.8) and repeated here for convenience. The MLE f ML is then defined as 

as given by EQ. (1.9). 

fML - argmax p(glr) • 
f 

For our purposes, the complete-data likelihood function is given by 

m n 

I 11 n exp{-H .. f.}(~.f·)~ p(e f) - \I! !! 
(e .. )! 

. 1 . IJ 
1- J-l 

Equation (2.24) follows from the fact that 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 
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i=l •...• m. j-l •...• n. and that the eij are mutually independent. Expressing Eq. (2.24) in the 

form of an exponential family as given in Eq. (2.1 I) yields 

where. in the notation given in Eq. (2.1 I). 

(2.27) 

[ 

m m m 1 
tee) - L eil. L ej2 •...• L ein • 

~l ~l ~l 

(2.28) 

and 

(2.29) 

Note that the complete-data sufficient statistics given in Eq. (2.28) are physically quite 

m 

obvious since L eij gives the number of emissions from pixel j that are actually detected. 

i.l 
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We now proceed with the actual computation of the E- and M-steps of the algorithm. 

The E-step, as specified in Eq. (2.13), together with Eq. (2.28), says that we must know 

the quantities 

izl, ... ,m, jel, ... ,n. Since the gj are independent and Eq. (2.21) implies that ekJ is 

independent of gj for all k rI= i, 

It is shown in Appendix B that for Xl - Poisson(al), ... , Xn - Poisson(Bu), 

E(X I ) (Xl + .. ·+Xn )aj 
j Xl +···+Xn - • al +···+Bu 

(2.30) 

(2.31 ) 

(2.32) 

If we let Xj correspond to eij, xk correspond to ejk, k-I, ... ,n, and ak - E(Xk) .. Hjkfk(p) 

(from Eq. (2.25», then Eqs. (2.30)-(2.32) yield 

(2.33) 

i-I, ... ,m, j-I, ... ,n. For the jth component of t(e) we then have 
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(2.34) 

j.,I •...• D. The right-hand side of Eq. (2.34) is equated to the appropriate components of 

E.(t(e}I(p+l)} as specified in Eq. (2.l4). The resulting equations are then solved for (P+l). 

thus yielding the new approximation of (ML' For the jth component of Eq. (2.14). Eq. 

(2.25) gives 

(2.35) 

j=l •...• n. Combining Eqs. (2.14). (2.34). and (2.35) gives the iterative form of the EM 

algorithm as 

(2.36) 

This iterative procedure is continued until successive approximations of (ML are equal. 

i.e .• until (p+l) ., (p). in which case the true MLE (Nt has been attained. One attractive 

property of the EM algorithm is that, if the initial approximation of (ML is non-negative, 



then all subsequent approximations will also be DOn-negative (since the I\i. i-I •...• m. 

j-l •...• n. are non-negative). 
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In summary. the EM algorithm is an iterative procedure designed to maximize a 

likelihood function. We have derived the specific iterative form of the algorithm for use in 

emission tomography (Eq. (2.36» and have discussed some of its properties. Results of 

reconstructions obtained through the use of the algorithm are given in Chapter 6 of this 

dissertation. 

Monte Carlo Methods 

A more heuristic method for finding the MLE is to use a simple Monte Carlo search 

routine for maximizing Eq. (2.2). In this method. an (arbitrary) initial approximation of 

r ML' denoted here by r. is chosen in some fashion. and a pixel. say pixel k, is chosen at 

random. The value fIE of pixel k is perturbed either deterministically or randomly. The 

value of the likelihood function for the perturbed r is then computed and compared to the 

value of the likelihood function for the unperturbed r. If the value is increased, then the 

perturbed r is taken as the new approximation of the MLE. If the value of the likelihood is 

not increased. then the unperturbed r is kept as the current approximation of the MLE. 

This process is continued until the MLE is attained. 

There are many ways of choosing the perturbed value of pixel k, and some care must be 

taken so that the process of maximizing the likelihood function does not get RstuckR at some 

point. By this it is meant that the perturbations must be chosen so that values for the 

likelihood function continue to increase for some of the proposed perturbations. Otherwise, 

the likelihood win not be maximized but will instead be stuck at some point less than the 

maximum because of the discreteness that the perturbation scheme introduces into the 

solution space. To help avoid this problem, one might choose the perturbations randomly as 
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opposed to deterministically. For example, the perturbed value of? It might be chosen to be 

a random number uniformly distributed between two numbers as opposed to choosing the 

perturbed ? It to be equal to the old ? It plus a pre-determined constant. Both the 

deterministic and random perturbation schemes have been used in our research group, 

however, and they seem to solve the maximj7JItion problem equally well provided the 

deterministic perturbations are chosen with some care. 

Our experience has indicated that the Monte Carlo search routine seems to solve the 

problem of maximizing the likelihood as readily as the EM algorithm does. However, as 

will be seen in Chapter 6, the reconstructions obtained by the EM algorithm are much 

smoother than the reconstructions obtained by the Monte Carlo search method at comparable 

values of the likelihood. Moreover, because of the form of Eq. (2.36), the EM algorithm is 

particularly amenable to parallel processing. A parallel processor has been built and 

designed in our research group, and it has been set up to use the EM algorithm (Magee 

(1990». The use of this parallel processor has allowed us to do a better job of maximizing 

the likelihood through the EM algorithm than can be done through the Monte Carlo search 

in a reasonable amount of computation time. 

Problems Associated with Maximum Likelihood Estimates 

As discussed in the introduction, the method of maximum likelihood is not particularly 

well suited to the problem of emission tomography. The most serious problem arises from 

the complications due to noisy data. If the H-matrix is modeled exactly (which can in fact 

never be done!), the only source of noise is the Poisson statistics. If the number of counts at 

the detector pixels is relatively low, this statistical noise becomes a serious problem. For this 

reason, there have been numerous attempts at -smoothing- the MLE, i.e., not requiring strict 

agreement with the noisy data. Many of these methods will be discussed in the remainder 

of this chapter and, in fact, in the remainder of this dissertation. 
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Another problem with maximum likelihood methods in emission tomography bas to do 

with the non-uniqueness of the MLE due to null functions of the imaging operator H. It 

was stated above that the convexity of the log-likelihood function makes the maximum 

value of the likelihood unique. While this is certainly true, it does not imply that the MLE, 

i.e., the argument that yields this unique maximum of the likelihood, is unique. For 

essentially all cases that we are concerned with, the MLE will in fact not be unique because 

of null functions in H. Since we virtually always deal with underdetermined systems of 

equations, we shall always have the problem of null functions and hence non-uniqueness of 

the MLE. Without imposing further constraints, it is impossible to choose systematically 

from the infinite number of solutions that maximize the likelihood. While not all of the 

methods that will be discussed below yield unique solutions, this problem of uniqueness is 

one that merits consideration when choosing a method of reconstruction. 

Methods of Regularizing the MLE 

As stated previously, many attempts at regularizing the MLE have been used in the past. 

In this section we shall discuss some of these methods. 

Stopping Rules for the EM Algorithm 

The work of Llacer and Veklerov (l989) deals directly with the EM algorithm. They 

noticed that, if allowed to run to completion, the EM algorithm yields an estimate of r 

(namely the MLE) that is very noisy. They argue that the algorithm should therefore be 

stopped before the true MLE is attained in hopes that an estimate of r that is smoother than 

the MLE will occur. 

The upshot of their argument is that maximizing the likelihood will eventually 

contradict the assumption that the collection of the data follows a Poisson process. Llacer 
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and Veklerov argue that since the method of maximum likelihood yields the estimate l that 

is most likely to have given rise to the data, such an l is statistically unlikely to have 

generated the data. This led the authors to consider the concept of feasible images. They 

call any image that could have caused or produced the observed data 8 by the known 

Poisson process that governs the collection of 8. feasible. Two types of feasibility are 

addressed--strong feasibility and weak feasibility. These will be deimed below. 

The image r - (fl' f2 ••••• fn) is said to be strongly feasible with respect to the data 

8 - (gl. g2' ...• gm) if and only if the statistical hypothesis that gl' g2' ...• gm are a Poisson 

sample with means (Hf)l' (Hf)2' ...• (Hf)m. respectively. can be accepted at a given 

significance level. 

Llacer and Veklerov test this hypothesis by transforming the random variables gj - (Hf)j 

to a new variable x. for i-I •...• m. that is uniformly distributed between 0 and I if gj has a 

Poisson distribution with mean (Hf)j. The test of the original hypothesis then becomes 

equivalent to testing the hypothesis that x is uniformly distributed between 0 and I. This 

hypothesis is tested using Pearson's chi-square test by building a histogram of the values of 

x. with N bins. The test statistic used is given by 

N 
~ (h·-m/N)2 

HOi L 'miN • (2.37) 

i-I 

where ~ is the observed frequency of x's that fall in bin i. m is the number of detector 

pixels. and miN is the expected frequency of x's in bin i if x is uniformly distributed 

between 0 and I. As defined in EQ. (2.37). H is approximately distributed as chi-square 

with N-I degrees of freedom. Standard statistical techniques then give a critical value for 

H. say Ka. based on a given significance level a. that says to reject the hypothesis that x is 

uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 if the computed value of H exceeds the critical value 
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Ka' The stopping rule proposed by Llacer and Veklerov says to stop the algorithm when 

this hypothesis can be accepted (i.e .• not rejected). 

The image r - (fl' f2 ..... fn) is said to be weakly feasible with respect to the data 

g - (gl' g2 ..... 8m) if and only if the second moments of gl' g2' .... 8m are consistent with 

the Poisson hypothesis. The condition of consistency with the Poisson hypothesis can be 

stated mathematically as 

m 

L (g._(JIf).)2 
X2. I I_m (JIf)i - . (2.38) 

i=1 

Llacer and VekIerov suggest stopping the algorithm when Eq. (2.38) is satisfied. but they 

contend that the definition of weak feasibility does not give one an idea as to how much X2 

can deviate from m and still be feasible. 

The problem of non-uniqueness is not circumvented by using these stopping rules. In 

fact, even if the MLE is unique, the number of images that will be considered feasible is 

infinite. If the MLE is not unique, as is virtually always the case in our applications, the 

number of feasible images will obviously still be infinite. If the initial estimate is smooth, 

these images are, however, smoother than the true maximum likelihood estimates. 

The stopping rule involving strong feasibility does not seem to make sense. The 

hypothesis that the gi came from a Poisson distribution with mean (JIf)i will never be 

rejected. if very small significance levels are used. as the true maximum likelihood estimate 

is approached. This seems to be contradictory to the claim made by Llacer and VekIerov 

that says f ML is statistically unlikely to have generated the data. The stopping rule 

involving weak feasibility is very vague. One does not know when the Llacer-Veklerov 

definition of weak feasibility is satisfied since there is no way of determining how much X2 

can deviate from m and still satisfy the definition. It has been our experience that stopping 
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the algorithm at the point where x.2 is as close as possible to m greatly oversmooths the 

estimate. At the same time, it has also been our experience that the true maximum 

likelihood estimate suffers from artifacts due to the noisy data so that stopping the algorithm 

at some point would seem to be useful. The stopping rules suggested above, however, do 

not seem to have any statistical or physical justification. 

Minimum-Norm Regularizers 

An alternative method of regularizing the MLE is to attempt to maximize the likelihood 

subject to a constraint. This can also be viewed as penalized maximum likelihood 

estimation. One such constraint that has been used is the minimum-norm constraint. In this 

case, the quantity to be maximized becomes 

log«p(glo) - allrl12 , (2.39) 

where Q is a positive constant (sometimes referred to as the regularization parameter) and 

II . 112 denotes the 12 norm of . . 

If one makes a few simplifying assumptions, then the analytic solution to maximizing 

Eq. (2.39) can be obtained. Namely, if the Poisson likelihood is approximated by a Gaussian 

likelihood so that 

p(giO ~ K exp {-t (8;:J:: l '}, 
1-1 

(2.40) 

where K is a normalization constant, and if one further assumes that the variance of each 

gj, given by (Hf)i' can be approximated by a constant value, say 02, then 
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(2.41) 

where Kl is a normalization constant. The solution obtained by maximizing Eq. (2.39) with 

p(glf) given by Eq. (2.41) then becomes 

(2.42) 

A 

where f MN denotes the solution, and I denotes the identity matrix. In the limit as a 

approaches zero, Eq. (2.42) becomes 

(2.43) 

where H+ denotes the pseudoinverse of H. There is nothing in the formulation of f MN 

given by Eq. (2.43) that guarantees that e-lch component of f MN will be nonnegative. 

Utilizing the minimum-norm constraint does eliminate the problem of non-uniqueness 

associated with the MLE, and depending on the choice of the parameter a, the constraint 

can also lead to smoother estimates of f. 

Bayesian (Maximum a Posteriori) Estimation 

The most powerful (and hence, also the most dangerous) method of regularizing the 

MLE is through the introduction of a prior probability density function P(f) for the object 

f. As stated in Chapter I, if one chooses a 0-1 loss function. then the Bayes estimate of f is 

given by the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of f given g, i.e., 
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~MAP - argmax p(glf)p(f) • 
f 

(2.44) 

where ~ MAP is the MAP estimate of C. 

Obviously. a judicious choice of the prior density is crucial to obtaining -good-

reconstructions. One must be careful that enough emphasis is placed on the prior SO that the 

agreement with the data does not dominate EQ. (2.44), but at the same time one must not let 

the prior term completely control EQ. (2.44). 

A prior probability density function should reflect certain qualities in images that one 

knows a priori are present. Ideally, if a random sample is taken from the proposed P(f), the 

resulting image should bear some resemblance to the object that is being reconstructed or 

restored. There have been numerous specifications of prior densities in image reconstruction 

and restoration in the past, and in this section we shall discuss some of them. Most of the 

priors that will be discussed below, however, do not have the property that a random sample 

drawn from P(f) bears a great deal of resemblance to the original object. Most of them do, 

nonetheless, encourage certain qualities to occur in the reconstructions or restorations that 

are known a priori to exist in the original object, e.g., adjacent pixels tend to behave 

similarly. Many of these priors, then, are used essentially as smoothing terms and not as 

true representations of the original object. 

The use of Markov random field (MRF) models as an avenue for specifying a prior 

probability density function on the object to be reconstructed has become increasingly 

popular in the past several years. In the Imt part of this section, we shall review some of 

the specific forms of MRFs previously used by other researchers. In the remainder of this 

section, we shall review some specifications of prior densities that do not make reference to 

MRF models. However, to investigate previously used MRF models, we shall first give 

some basic definitions needed in the discussion of MRFs. A more thorough treatment of 

this topic is given in Chapter S. 
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Let the set of pixel locations be denoted by L = {I. 2 ..... n}. The following definitions 

then describe a neighborhood system and the concept of a clique. respectively. 

Definition: A collection of subsets of the set of pixels L. described as 

N = {Nj I i f L. N j C L} • 

is a neighborhood system on L if and only if N j , the neighborhood of the pixel indexed by 

i, is a set of pixel locations such that i ; N j • and if k f N j • then i f Nk for any i f L. If two 

pixel locations are members of the same neighborhood, then the corresponding two pixels 

are said to be neighbors. 

Definition: A clique, denoted here by C, associated with L and the neighborhood system N 

of L is a subset of L such that either C consists of a single pixel or if i f C. j f C. and j :I: i, 

then j f N i . 

Therefore, a clique is either a single pixel or a set of pixels such that every pixel in the 

set is a neighbor of every other pixel in the set, or. equivalently, any nonempty subset of a 

neighborhood is a clique. Once a neighborhood system is defined for the set of pixels L, the 

MRF model allows one to specify a probability density on the object f. The most general 

form of this density is 

P(O = Z-l exp (-U(f)} , (2.45) 

where U(f) is an arbitrary function but, for the discussion in the remainder of this chapter, 

will be represented by 



U(O - L VC<O, 

C 
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(2.46) 

where the summation is taken over all cliques C in the neighborhood system, and V C<O is a 

function known as a potential. The potential has the property that it depends only on pixels 

that are contained in the clique C associated with V c(O. This property is the only 

restriction that is placed on the potential function. 

Geman and McClure (1987) suggest that a priori spatial information be built into a 

reconstruction by quantifying the type and extent of spatial constraints in the object through 

the use of a Gibbs prior density. Modeling spatial information through a Gibbs prior boils 

down to representing the original object as a realization drawn from an MRF (details of this 

statement are given in Chapter 5). The specific form of the prior density used by Geman 

and McClure is given as 

-1 
P(f) = Zp exp{-pU(O} , 

where 

Zp is a normalizing constant (sometimes referred to as the partition function) given by 

Zp - L exp{-pu(O} , 

f 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 
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P is a parameter to be estimated, [s, t] denotes vertically and horizontally adjacent pixels, 

(s, t) denotes diagonally adjacent pixels, and 

(2.50) 

where & is a parameter to be estimated. 

The heuristic explanation for this choice of MRF is as follows. One assumes a priori 

that the original object is, for the most part, spatially homogeneous. In other words, if two 

pixels are adjacent (i.e., defined to be neighbors), then these pixels should usually have 

roughly the same values. This condition, of course, will not always be true, e.g., in making 

the transition from bone to tissue. Because one does not always want to require that 

neighboring pixels have roughly the same value, EQ. (2.50) is chosen to have a finite 

asymptotic behavior to prevent oversmoothing the MAP estimate. Defining U(f) in this 

manner allows neighboring pixels to occasionally vary drastically, as in the transition from 

bone to tissue, but still encourages neighboring pixels to behave similarly. The most likely 

image under the probability law given by Eq. (2.47) is, of course, an image of constant 

intensity. The choice of the parameter p controls how much faith is put in the prior density 

(the larger p is, the more faith in the prior), while the choice of & affects the degree to 

which the neighboring pixels can differ (the larger & is, the more neighboring pixels are 

allowed to vary under EQ. (2.50». 

Geman and McClure simply specify a value for the parameter &, noting that the quality 

of reconstructions seems to be unaffected by moderate changes in &. The estimation of the 

parameter p is accomplished by maximizing the posterior distribution with respect to p, i.e., 

p. argmax p(flg) , 
~ 

(2.51) 
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" where ~ is the estimate of ~. 

The posterior density p(fls) is obtained through the use of Eqs. (2.22) and (2.47) and 

can be written as 

where the normalizing constant Z~ (s) is now dependent on the data S and is given by 

(2.53) 

Note that Z~ (s) is also dependent on the parameter ~ to be estimated. Herein lies the main 

difficulty with computing P as given by EQ. (2.51). 

EQuation (2.52) has the form of an exponential family, and because of this form, it is 

seen that V(r) is a sufficient statistic for the parameter~. This means that U(f) contains all 

the information that can be used in order to estimate the parameter~. Maximizing EQ. 

(2.52) with respect to ~ can be done, as shown in Appendix A, by solving the equation 

(2.54) 

" for ~. where Er( . ) denotes the expected value of . with respect to f, and it is understood 

that the right-hand side of EQ. (2.54) is obtained from observing a sample U(r). One can 

observe only S and not f, however, so f can be viewed as the complete data while S can be 

viewed as the incomplete data (the incomplete data S are related to the complete data f via 



the linear equation I • He + n). This situation is now tailor-made for use of the EM 

algorithm as a means of estimating p. 
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Since r cannot be directly observed, U(C), of course, cannot be directly observed. By 

analogy to what was done in Eq. (2.13), Geman and McClure estimate U(C) by computing 

the quantity 

(2.SS) 

where ErJ.( . Ig,p(p» denotes the conditional expected value of . with respect to r given g, 

i.e., with respect to the posterior density p(flg), pCp) denotes the current approximation of p 
after p iterations through the algorithm, and U(p)(C) denotes the pth estimate of U(f). This 

constitutes the E-step of the EM algorithm as used by Geman and McClure (note the 

similarity between Eq. (2.13) and Eq. (2.SS». 

The M-step is then to determine the new approximation p(P+l) as the solution to the 

equation 

(2.56) 

Note the similarity between Eq, (2.14) and Eq. (2.56). 

One cannot analytically compute the E-step given by Eq. (2.SS) because of the 

complicated structure of Z,,(g) given by Eq. (2.S3) (this is in contrast to Eq. (2.13), which 

could be computed analytically), so Geman and McClure estimate the E-step by using a 

technique known as stochastic relaxation (Geman and Geman (1984». This technique 

essentially amounts to taking the sample mean of a random sample of U(n, where r is 

sampled a given number of times from the posterior density p(rlg), with a prescribed value 

of p. The M-step is then solved by a root-f'mding calculation once the curve with respect to 
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fj of E,(U(O/fj) is known. Given knowledge of this curve, ~(PH) is simply taken as the 

value of ~(P+l) that satisfies EQ. (2.S4), where the right-hand side of this equation is the E

step that was estimated by stochastic relaxation. The curve E,(U(£)/fj) is obtained by 

sampling r from its prior density PCO a given number of times for a range of fj values. For 

each value of fj, the function U(O is evaluated at each of the sampled r vectors, and these 

samples of U(O are then averaged to get the estimate of the curve at the value fj. 

The computational demands of the EM algorithm led Geman and McClure to investigate 

a moment method as an alternative means of estimating fj .. In this approach, a statistic is 

defined based on the notion that smoothness in g will reflect the magnitude of ~ in the same 

fashion that smoothness in a given r will. The form of this statistic also takes advantage of 

the fact that g is jointly Poisson distributed, and that theoretical moments of Poisson random 

variables can be analytically calculated. The expected value with respect to fj of this statistic 

is calculated and equated to a sample value of the statistic based on the data. The resulting 

equation is solved for fj, and this solution is used as the method of moments estimate of fj. 

Geman and Geman (1984) introduce the concept of line sites and incorporate them into 

MRF models for use in image restoration to help find natural boundaries in an image. 

Between each pixel, or intensity site, they place what they term a line site. The line site at 

each location is either on or off. A line site being on (a value of 1) corresponds to the 

existence of a boundary between the neighboring intensity sites, while a line site being off 

(a value of 0) corresponds to the lack of a boundary between the neighboring intensity sites. 

This information is then incorporated into the form of the MRF used to describe p(£). 

Johnson et al. (1989, 1990) expand the idea of line sites suggested by Geman and Geman 

and use them in image restoration. The major areas of expansion in the work of Johnson et 

al. are to extend the size of the neighborhood system describing the MRF and to allow the 

line sites to take on continuous values in the interval [0, 1 J, as opposed to the 0-1 paradigm 

used by Geman and Geman. 
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1be reason that Johnson et al. allow continuous values for the line sites is to avoid 

computational difficulties. They claim that when the line sites are restricted to take on 

values of only 0 or I, the task of obtaining point estimates of the parameters f is 

insurmountable. By allowing continuous values, they suggest a modification of Besag's 

method of iterated conditional modes (ICM) (Besag (1974, 1986», termed iterated 

conditional averages (ICA), as a means of obtaining point estimates of the parameters f. In 

order to use this method, one must have knowledge of the conditional distribution of an 

intensity (or line) site given vaIues of all neighboring intensity (or line) sites. The methods 

of ICM and ICA will be described in Chapter 3. 

Johnson et aI. expand the size of the neighborhood system so that the formation of 

boundaries is dependent on f through more than simply the difference in adjacent sites. 

They claim that smaIl neighborhood systems are inadequate because the Poisson noise, 

combined with blurring, tends to disguise the effect of sharp boundaries within these small 

neighborhoods. 

An approximation to the Poisson likelihood p(gl f) given in EQ. (2.22) is used in the 

work by Johnson et aI. By utilizing the SQuare-root transformation, they approximate the 

Poisson likelihood by a Gaussian likelihood with a constant variance, independent of the 

data g, of approximately 0.25. With this transformed likelihood, Johnson et aI. argue that a 

natural specification of the conditional distribution of an intensity site given values of all 

neighboring sites is Gaussian with mean equal to a weighted average of the neighboring 

sites. These conditional densities are then used to obtain point estimates of f by the method 

of ICA alluded to above. 

The form of the prior used in the work of Johnson et al. is given by EQs. (2.45) and 

(2.46), where the potentials and associated cliques are chosen so that the restorations exhibit 

the sort of behavior believed a priori to exist in the image and so that the conditional 

density of an intensity site given values of its neighboring sites is Gaussian. The basic form 
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of the potentials used by Johnson et aI. is given as 

k 

VC<C) - ~(fr-f.)2lT(1-6i)' 
j-I 

(2.S7) 

where 0 is a smoothing parameter, 61 is a line site, k is the number of line sites in the clique 

C, and fr and fD are the values of the intensity sites furthest separated in the clique C. 

Several sizes and shapes of cliques are used in the work of Johnson et al., and these cliques, 

along with Eqs. (2.4S), (2.46), and (2.S7), give the form for P(C) that they use in obtaining 

restorations. 

Johnson et al. show that the conditional distribution of an intensity site given values of 

all neighboring intensity sites is Gaussian with a rather complicated mean that will not be 

reproduced here. The conditional distribution of a line site 61 given all other line sites is 

also given in Johnson et al. and will likewise not be shown here. These conditional 

distributions are then used to obtain point estimates of the parameters f through the method 

of ICA. 

The smoothing parameter 0 is estimated using the method of cross-validation (Golub et 

al. (1979». In this method, one eliminates a single value from the data, say gl' and then 

determines the value of 0 to be the value that best agrees with the eliminated value 

according to an agreement term such as squared-error. 

Jennison and Jubb (1987) also use MRF models in image restoration problems. Jennison 

and Jubb assume that the likelihood function p(glC) is given as a Gaussian likelihood as 

opposed to a Poisson likelihood and that the images to be restored are binary. They search 

for the MAP estimate of f given g and specify the prior density P(C) in terms of an MRF as 



P(f) - Z;l exp(-PD(f)} • 
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(2.58) 

where {J is a parameter to be estimated. Z6 is the partition function, and D(f) denotes the 

number of discrepant neighbors in the image, i.e., the number of pairs of neighbors that 

have opposite colors. The heuristic reason for this choice of MRF is that one assumes a 

prior; that the image is fairly homogeneous, i.e., that the number of neighboring pixels that 

are of opposite color is relatively small. Equation (2.58) (with {J > 0) discourages images that 

have a large number of discrepant neighbors. The most likely image under EQ. (2.58) is, in 

fact, one of constant intensity, i.e., no discrepant neighbors (just as in the Geman-McClure 

prior given by Eq. (2.47». However, Jennison and Jubb demonstrate that a judicious choice 

of the parameter {J allows the data (i.e., the likelihood function) to bring out the basic 

features of the restoration while at the same time smoothing the homogeneous regions. A 

large value of f3 encourages more smoothing (i.e., fewer discrepant neighbors), while a small 

value of f3 encourages agreement with the data. 

Jennison and Jubb offer no means of estimating the parameter {J but demonstrate that 

"good" restorations are obtained with certain values. The MAP estimate is approximated 

through Desag's method of IeM. 

If a random sample is taken from the prior specified by Eq. (2.58), one will certainly 

not obtain an image that bears much, if any, resemblance to the object being restored 

(examples supporting this claim are given in Chapter 5). The prior in Eq. (2.58) then, is 

being used solely as a smoothing function. This goal of smoothing appears to be 

accomplished quite readily. 

Hebert and Leahy (1989) use MRF models for use in image reconstruction in SPECf. 

The form of the prior density that they use is given by EQs. (2.45) and (2.46), where they 

consider three different MRF models, one for each of the three potentials listed below: 
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(2.59) 

(2.60) 

and 

(2.61) 

where p, S, and p are parameters to be estimated, and fj and fj denote the value of f at 

pixels i and j, respectively, contained in the clique C. Note that the potential given in Eq. 

(2.60) yields a prior that is identical to that used by Geman and McClure. The potential 

given in EQ. (2.59) does not possess the finite asymptotic behavior that EQ. (2.60) does, and 

this makes it highly improbable that neighboring pixels will differ by a large amount. The 

potential given by EQ. (2.61) is a compromise between EQ. (2.59) and EQ. (2.60). 

Using the priors obtained by combining Eqs. (2.59) - (2.61) with Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46), 

Hebert and Leahy search for the MAP estimate of f given g. They approximate the MAP 

estimate by using a generalized EM (GEM) algorithm. The difference between GEM and 

EM is in the M-step. In the EM algorithm, the quantity obtained from the E-step is 

maximized after each iteration. In the GEM algorithm, it is only necessary to increase, but 

Dot necessarily maximize, the quantity obtained from the E-step after each iteration in order 

to guarantee convergence (to a local maximum). Hebert and Leahy use a form of coordinate 

gradient ascent to ensure that the expression from the E-step is increased after each 

iteration. 



11le parameters involved in the potentials (i.e., fl, 6, p) are not estimated in any 

particular fashion by Hebert and Leahy. They simply state that for a wide range of the 

parameter values, improvements in the MAP estimates are seen over the MLE. 

ss 

The GEM algorithm is not capable of escaping from local minima if the posterior 

density is non-convex. One could perhaps avoid these local mir.iroa, or more realistically, 

avoid local minima that are far from a global minimum, by choosing a -good- initial 

estimate. 

Levitan and Herman (1987) search for a MAP estimate of C given g without making 

reference to an MRF model (one could view their prior as an MRF since everything can be 

considered an MRF, but the neighborhood system would then need to correspond to the 

entire image). They model their prior density in terms of a multivariate Gaussian so that 

(2.62) 

where K is a normalizing constant, fJ is a weighting parameter to be estimated, m is the 

mean vector of C, and :E is the covariance matrix of the random vector C. 

Levitan and Herman show that the posterior density p(glf), as a function of f, is 

concave if P(f) is given by Eq. (2.62). This implies that the MAP estimate of f is unique. 

The MAP estimate in the Levitan and Herman work is found by using the EM 

algorithm. The EM algorithm has been discussed in detail earlier in this chapter, and it was 

stated there that the algorithm is used as a means of f'mding the MLE of a parameter or set 

of parameters. It can, at least in theory, also be used to f'md the MAP estimate of a 

parameter or set of parameters. Levitan and Herman show the system of equations obtained 

from the E-step of the algorithm, and this result essentially amounts to EQ. (2.34) plus terms 

due to the exponent of the exponential function given in EQ. (2.62). The system of 
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equations that results from the M-step is also given in Levitan and Herman. This system of 

equations is easily solved if E is diagonal, i.e., if one assumes that the components of f are 

uncorrelated, and the resulting iterative form of the algorithm is given in Levitan and 

Herman. If one wishes to include correlations in r, however, the solution to the system of 

equations resulting from the M-step becomes nontrivial. Moreover, the task of computing 

E-1 will often be an insurmountable problem. 

The approach taken by Levitan and Herman yields a unique solution, and the MAP 

estimates obtained appear to be smoother than the maximum likelihood estimates. In 

addition, if a random sample were drawn from Eq. (2.62), one would assume that the result 

would bear some resemblance to the original object provided the mean vector m and the 

covariance matrix E were accurate. Ensuring that the mean vector and covariance matrix 

are accurate is, however, a difficult task, and the covariance matrix most certainly would be 

non-diagonal, thus resulting in a system of equations from the M-step that would not have a 

direct solution. A non-diagonal covariance matrix would also lead to problems in computing 

E-1. Use of the GEM algorithm would seem to be a more reasonable approach to 

approximating f MAP in the case of a non-diagonal covariance matrix. 

Maximum entropy considerations are used in Liang and Hart (1987) to estimate the prior 

density P(f). Estimating P(f) in this fashion amounts to solving a constrained optimization 

problem. The entropy S, given by 

(2.63) 

is maximized subject to the constraints 

(2.64) 
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and 

(2.6S) 

k-I •...• t. where the integrations in EQs. (2.63) - (2.6S) are taken over the sample space of f i • 

Eq. (2.6S) gives the lust t moments of fl that are assumed known Q priori. and P(fl) is a 

marginal density that is to be estimated. 

Liang and Hart consider three cases in which varying degrees of prior information are 

assumed. In the first case. all that is assumed is that each pixel value f, is constrained to lie 

in the interval [~. bd. Maximization of Eq. (2.63) subject to Eq. (2.64) then yields 

{ 

_1_ ~ ~ f, ~ b, 
PI(f,) _ ~ - b, • 

o • otherwise (2.66) 

i=I •...• n. i.e .• a uniform distribution over [~. bd for each fl' 

Next. it is assumed that f, e (-00.+00). but that E(f,) - f, and Var(fi ) - 0',' are known. 

Maximizing Eq. (2.63) subject to Eq. (2.64) and Eq. (2.65) for t-I.2 then yields 

I 
{

-(f.-f.)'} p (f.) - --exp I I 
2 I V2iu.. 2u." 

I I 

(2.67) 

i-I •...• n. i.e .• a normal distribution with mean fi and variance 0', 2 for each fi . 

Finally it is assumed that E(fl ) - fl. Var(fl ) - (712. and f, E [0.+(0). Maximizing Eq. 

(2.63) subject to Eq. (2.64) and Eq. (2.6S) for t-I.2 is a problem that cannot be solved 

analytically. The solution is a truncated normal distribution. but one cannot analytically 

solve for the parameters that completely specify the distribution. Whether or not Liang and 
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Hart realize this fact is unknown to this author. Liang and Hart suggest that a reasonable 

approximation is 

• otherwise (2.68) 

i=I •...• n. i.e .• a Poisson distribution with mean fl for each fi. 

In order to use EQ. (2.68). one must assume that the fi follow a discrete distribution. 

This is in constrast to what is assumed for Eqs. (2.66) and (2.67) and does not even agree 

with the information assumed known for the current case. If one wishes to impose the 

constraints that lead to the truncated normal distribution. the Poisson approximation to the 

maximum entropy problem is not consistent with the formulations used to find Eqs. (2.66) 

and (2.67) nor the assumptions made for this particular case. Although the parameters that 

specify the truncated normal distribution cannot be found analytically. one could solve for 

these parameters numerically. If one wishes to use a prior that assumes the information used 

in this case. it seems that estimating these parameters numerically would be preferable to the 

approach taken by Liang and Hart to obtain EQ. (2.68). 

Liang and Hart assume that the {fi } are mutually independent so that 

n 

Pt(f) - TT Pt(fj ). (2.69) 

i-I 

k-I.2.3. 

For PI (f) and P2(f) given by Eqs. (2.66). (2.67) and (2.69). the MAP estimate can be 

found using the EM algorithm (the case for P2(C) is identical to the uncorrelated 
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multivariate normal prior used by Levitan and Herman). Using Ps(O, however, does not 

allow explicit solutions to the M-step. Liang and Hart handle this problem by modifying 

the result obtained from the M-step into a form that can be analytically solved. They go 

further by modifying P2(O so that the (fi ) are corre1ated. As pointed out by Levitan and 

Herman, however, these correlations make the M-step in the EM algorithm a difficult 

problem. Liang and Hart again modify the result obtained from the M-step in this 

correlated case into a form that can be analytically solved. In both these cases that involve 

modification of the M-step, questions of convergence arise because the -true- EM algorithm 

is no longer being used since the M-step is not analytically solvable. If one remains 

adamant about using the priors that lead to this difficulty, it would seem to be more 

desirable to instead use the GEM algorithm since approximations can then be avoided. Use 

of the GEM algorithm would not, however, eliminate a difficulty that would be encountered 

with the use of Ps(f). Namely, as stated above, in order to use Ps(f) one must require that 

the {fi } be integer-valued. There is nothing in either the EM or the GEM algorithm that 

will guarantee this restriction. 

Proponents of maximum entropy theory give a form for the prior distribution that is 

derivable from a set of axioms that is listed below. Skilling (1989) contends that if there 

exists a general prior for probability distributions, then it must be given as 

-1 PCO - Zs (a) exp{QS(f,m)} , (2.70) 

where Zs(a) is a normalizing constant, m is a -model- that the object would be drawn 

towards in the absence of data, a is a parameter to be estimated, and 
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(2.71) 

necessarily comes out as the functional that uniquely satisileS the set of axioms (Skilling 

(1989); also see Barth (1989) for a summary of the use of maximum entropy in inverse 

problems). This set of axioms is informally listed below: 

Axiom I. Subset independence: Separate treatment of individual distributions should 

give the same assignment as joint treatment of their union, i.e., information about one 

object domain should not affect the reconstruction in a different domain. 

Axiom II. Coordinate invariance: The prior should transform as a density under 

coordinate transformations, i.e., the same answer should be expected when the same 

problem is solved in two different coordinate systems, in that the reconstructed 

images in the two systems should be related by the coordinate transformation. 

Axiom m. System independence: If a proportion q of a population has a certain 

property, then the proportion of any sub-population having that property should 

properly be assigned as q. An often used example of this axiom is that if 1/3 of 

kangaroos have blue eyes then the proportion of left-handed kangaroos having blue 

eyes should also be 1/3 (Gull and Skilling (1984». This is described by Skilling as 

being the crucial axiom. 

Axiom IV. Scaling: In the absence of any additional information, we wish to recover 

the model m. 

Equation (2.70) then contains one undetermined parameter Q, and a method for 

estimating this parameter is suggested by Gull (1989). Using this prior, the MAP estimate 

of f given g can be found. 
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The statistical methods of reconstruction and restoration that have been discussed in this 

chapter by no means exhaust all of the possibilities that are available, nor all of the methods 

that have already been used by other researchers. We hope, however, that the work 

mentioned here, along with the references therein, will give the reader a flavor of some of 

the statistical methods that are available for use in image reconstruction and restoration. 



CHAPTER 3 

O~ATIONPROCED~ 
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In this chapter. some specific techniques of optimization will be discussed. An 

optimization procedure is needed so that the MAP estimates discussed earlier can be found 

(or approximated). This chapter will deal in particular with methods that are often used in 

image reconstruction and restoration. In Chapter 2. the EM algorithm and a Monte Carlo 

search were discussed as methods of maximizing the likelihood function. and the EM 

algorithm and, in fact, a relative of EM, the GEM algorithm, have been used by various 

researchers as methods for maximizing the posterior distribution. Since the EM algorithm 

was discussed in some detail in the previous chapter, we shall not further elaborate on the 

theory behind this algorithm in the current chapter except to discuss its use in optimization 

schemes related to MAP estimation. We begin with a fairly detailed account of the 

simulated annealing algorithm. 

Simulated Annealing 

The simulated annealing algorithm is designed to find global extrema (without loss of 

generality, we shall henceforth refer to extrema as minima in the discussion of simulated 

annealing) of a function. In the algorithm's original framework, the functions to be 

minimized came from combinatorial optimization problems (i.e., optimization of functions 

of discrete variables), although in the past decade, the algorithm has been used by some to 

solve nonlinear optimization problems (i.e., optimization of functions of continuous 

variables). The feature of simulated annealing that is perhaps the most appealing is that the 

algorithm is capable of escaping local minima. On the other hand, perhaps the least 

appealing aspect of the algorithm is that it is extremely computation-intensive. 
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Furthermore, actual implementation of the algorithm can sometimes be difficult. 

Convergence properties of the algorithm are only asymptotic, and for many difficult 

problems of interest, implementation of the algorithm will lead only to approximate 

solutions of a global minimum (unless one becomes very "lucky"). Nonetheless, the 

algorithm has been used in the past by various researchers, with a fair amount of success. 

For an excellent overview of the topic and varied applicatiom, see van Laarhoven and Aarts 

(1987). 

Kirkpatrick et at. (1983) are more or less responsible for introducing the simulated 

annealing algorithm as a means of solving combinatorial optimization problems. In statistical 

mechanics, it is well known that if a solid in a heat bath is heated up via increasing the 

temperature of the bath to a sufficiently high value, and if this temperature is reduced 

sufficiently slowly, then the particles of the solid will arrange themselves in a manner that 

corresponds to the low-energy ground state of a corresponding lattice. This fact is at the 

heart of simulated annealing, where one draws an analogy between the cooling, or annealing, 

of the solid and the problem of solving large combinatorial optimization problems. The 

problem of reducing the temperature sufficiently slowly can be cast in terms of the 

Boltzmann, or Gibbs, distribution. If the temperature is initially at a level such that every 

configuration of particles is equally likely to occur, then when one lowers the temperature, 

the solid must be allowed to reach thermal equilibrium at the lower temperature. A result 

of thermal equilibrium is that the probability that a certain configuration of energy E occurs 

is given by the Boltzmann distribution, i.e., 

P(E) • Z-l(T) exp {- k! T}' (3.1) 

where E is the energy, Z(T) is a normalization constant known as the partition function, T is 
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the temperature of the bath. and ks is the Boltzmann constanL As the temperature is 

further reduced. one can see from the form of Eq. (3.1) that only configurations that have 

energy equal to. or very close to. the global minimal-energy value have a imite probability 

of occurring. provided the solid is in thermal equilibrium. In this way. the lowest energy 

state of the solid is attained. 

In a combinatorial optimization problem, the values of the function to be minimized are 

thought of as the possible energies. the possible solutions to the optimization problem are 

thought of as the various configurations of particles. and a parameter that controls the 

minimization process is thought of as the temperature. If one chooses values of the control 

parameter to mimic the temperature in the physical system. then a global minimum of the 

function will be found. 

To set notation for this section, let the function to be minimized be a function of the 

vector f'"' (fl' f2' .... fn) and be denoted as £(0. Denote by fj the ith vector (or 

configuration) of the large number of possible configurations (or solutions) SO that E(fj) 

denotes the value (or energy) of the ith configuration. Let S denote the sample space of the 

configurations so that fj f S. The objective, of course. is to find the ( that minimizes E(f). 

Following the work of Metropolis (1953), one can model the process of minimization by 

simulated annealing in terms of Markov chains. If one starts with an (arbitrary) initial 

configuration, say fo, as the current estimate of the global minimal-energy configuration, 

then a new configuration, say fl' is generated in some manner. The energies of these two 

configurations. £(fo) and £(f1). respectively. are compared. If £(f1) is less than £(fo). then 

f 1 is accepted as the current estimate of the global minimal-energy configuration. denoted 

hereafter as (min' If £«(1) is larger than £(fo). (1 is not necessarily rejected as the current 

estimate of (min' but is accepted with probability given by 



exp(-~i) , 
6S 

(3.2) 

where ~E • E(f1 ) - E(fo), and T is the control parameter, or temperature. This procedure 

is continued, thus generating a sequence of estimates of f miD • Because of the way it is 

generated, this sequence can be modeled as a Markov chain whose transition matrix is 

obtained through the acceptance criterion just described. 

If the mild restrictions that will be listed below are placed. on the way that the new 

configurations are generated, then the Markov chain so constructed will have a (unique) 

stationary, or equilibrium, distribution. This distribution will be a vector whose dimension 

is equal to the number of elements contained in S, or the cardinality lsI of S. For the 

acceptance criterion described above, and with the restrictions listed below, one element in 

the vector representing this equilibrium distribution is given by 

(3.3) 

where Z(T) is a normalizing constant. We shall prove later (in Proposition (3.1» that 

EQ. (3.3) indeed yields the equilibrium distribution for the Markov chain constructed in the 

fashion just described. The equilibrium distribution obtained from Eq. (3.3) by considering 

all elements of the vector teUs us that if enough configurations are generated, i.e., if enough 

transitions are made, at the temperature T, then the probability that a given configuration 

will have an energy E(fi) approaches the value given by Eq. (3.3) with r - rio This can be 

stated mathematically as 

k~ Pr(f. f, after k iterations at temperature T) • Z-I(T) exp {- ~i)}. (3.4) 
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Note that Eq. (3.1), describing thermal equilibrium for the solid in the physical system, 

and Eq. (3.3), describing the equilibrium distribution for the Markov chain modeling our 

sequence of estimates of (miD, are identical (except for the Boltzmann constant kB' which 

can be absorbed into the control parameter T in Eq. (3.3». Therefore, as is the case for the 

physical system, if the control parameter T in Eq. (3.3) is decreased sufficiently slowly, i.e., 

if at each value of T the equilibrium distribution is reached, then as T approaches zero, only 

configurations of energy equal to, or very close to, the global minimal energy have a ('mite 

probability of occurring. 

The generation of the sequence of estimates of fmiD will be put in a more concrete 

framework below, and theorems on the asymptotic convergence of the algorithm will be 

stated. 

As alluded to earlier, suppose that one starts with an (arbitrary) initial estimate of (min' 

say fo. From (0' a new configuration f1 is generated and is accepted or rejected as the new 

estimate of f min according to the acceptance criterion stated above. In general, suppose that 

the current estimate of f min is fj, and from fj the new configuration fj is generated (in one 

step). Denote by Gij the probability that given the current configuration fj' configuration 

fj is generated in one step as the next potential estimate. Given that the acceptance 

criterion of above is used to determine whether or not to accept fj as the new estimate of 

f min' the one-step transition matrix of the resulting Markov chain is given by 

and 

P (T) G . [1 {E(fl)-E(fj)}].. ij - ij mm ,exp - T ' J '" 1 
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PIl(T) - I - L PIJ(T) , 

jjPi 

(3.5) 

where the indices i and j cover the entire sample space S, and Pij' the element in the 

transition matrix corresponding to row i and column j, represents the probability that the 

next estimate of fmiD will be fJ given that the current estimate is f i . In other words, PIJ 

represents the probability of making the transition from fi to fJ• For the transition matrix 

given by Eq. (3.5), a unique stationary distribution, obtained through Eq. (3.3), exists if the 

mild restrictions that Gij - Gjj and Gij > 0 for some n, where Gij denotes the probability 

that configuration fj is generated from configuration fi in n steps, are imposed. This result 

is contained in the following proposition. 

Proposition (3.1): If Gij • Gji , Gij > 0, and the transition matrix P(T) is given by Eq. (3.5), 

then r(T)P(T) • r(T), i.e., r(T) is the unique stationary distribution for the Markov chain 

whose transition matrix is given by P(T), where 

(3.6) 

where W'j (T) is the ith element of the vector r(T), and Z(T) is the partition function and is 

such that L W'j(T) - l. 

i 

Proof: That the stationary distribution of the Markov chain exists follows from the fact that 

any finite homogeneous Markov chain that is irreducible and aperiodic (irreducibility and 

aperiodicity of Markov chains are dermed below) has a stationary distribution. If a chain is 
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irreducible and aperiodic, its stationary distribution is uniquely determined by the equation 

-<n - -<nP(T), where -<n is the stationary distribution and p(n is the transition matrix 

of the Markov chain (Hoel, Port, and Stone (1972». A Markov chain is irreducible if for 

any fj, fj f s, Pij(T) > 0 for some n, where Pij(n, the element in the n-step transition 

matrix corresponding to row i and column j, represents the probability of going from C1 to 

fj in n transitions. In other words, a Markov chain is irreducible if every state is reachable 

from every other state. A Markov chain is aperiodic if its period d is equal to I, where 

d ~ GCD {n ~ ll~ (T) > 0, fj t: S}, where GCD {x f A} denotes the greatest common divisor 

of the elements x that are contained in the set A. A simple and sufficient condition for a 

chain to be aperiodic is that Pjj(T) > 0 for some fj t: S. This condition follows directly from 

the definition of an aperiodic Markov chain, since if Pjj(T) > 0 for at least one fj f S, then 

d = 1. 

Because of the way the Markov chain is defined, for each fixed value of T the chain is 

homogeneous. 

Since 

~{T) will be positive if dij > O. Therefore, the requirement that Gij > 0 ensures 

irreducibility of the Markov chain. 

For aperiodicity, it suffices to show that PIi(n > 0 for some fj f S. Let fk be a 

configuration such that E(Ck) - E(fmiD ) so that 



for some fj E S (such an fj will always exist unless every coni18uration in S is a minimaJ

energy coni18uration). Then 

L Pk)(T) - L Pk)(T) + PkJ{T) < L Gk) + Gkj 

1.I+k 1.I+k.l+ j 1,I+k.l+ j 

- L Gk) ~ L Gk) - I. 

I.l:f:k I 

Equation (3.S) then implies that 

Pll(T) ., I - L Pk)(T) > 0 , 

1.I:f:k 

and the Markov chain is aperiodic. 
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It remains to show that w(T) as defined by Eq. (3.6) satisfies w(T) - w(T)P(T) for P(T) 

given by Eq. (3.S). Consider the quotient 

Two cases need to be considered. 
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so that 

{ 
E(f. )-E(f.)} 

Pij(T) - exp - 'T ' and Pji(T) - 1 

so that, again, 

,,".(T) P .. (T) _, __ :..JU..:L 

""j (T) Pij (T) . 

Therefore, we have, in both cases, 

""j (T)Pij (T) - ""j (T)Pjj (T) . (3.7) 

Equation (3.7) is known as the detailed balance equation in physics. 

Summing each side of Eq. (3.7) with respect to i yields 

I ""j (T)Pij (T) - ""j (T) I Pjj (T) - ""j (T) , (3.8) 

i i 

where the last step is a result of Eq. (3.5). Equation (3.8) holds for all i such that fj £ S. In 

matrix form, Eq. (3.8) is simply ,.-(T) - ,.-(T)P(T), as was to be shown. Therefore, the vector 

,.-(T), whose components are given in Eq. (3.6), is the stationary distribution for the Markov 
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chain whose transition matrix is given by Eq. (3.S). 0 

If the temperature is lowered so that at each temperature the stationary distribution of 

the chain is attained, then the probability that the global minimal energy is reached 

approaches one as the temperature approaches zero. This result is contained in the following 

theorem. 

Theorem (3.1 ): lim (lim Pr(f = fj after k transitions at temperature T) } = 
T!O k-+oo 

Iimrj(T) - { 
T!O 

o ,otherwise 

where Swn denotes the set of global minimal-energy configurations, i.e., 

and I~ I denotes the cardinality, or number of elements, of Swn. 

Proof: Write rj (T) as 

I { E(f')-E(f.)} exp - I I 
T 

fJfS 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 
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- 1 (3.11) 

{ 
E(f· )-E(f.)} exp _ J I 

T 

First assume that fj E Sam. Then E(fl ) • E(fJ) for all fJ E Sam and E(fj) < E(fj) for all 

fj "Smm. For fj " Smin. 

1· {E(fj)-E(fj )} 0 1m exp - -
TlO T 

so that the second sum in the denominator of the last term in Eq. (3.11) approaches 0 as 

T l O. If fj E Smin' then the first sum in the denominator of the last term in EQ. (3.1 I) 

approaches ISmin I as T l 0 since 

for all fj f~. Thus if fj f~. we have 

lim "'j(T) - ~ for fj f Smm . 
TlO ISminI 

(3.12) 

so that the second sum in the denominator of the last term in Eq. (3.11) tends to +00 as 

T l O. 
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For all f J f San, the lust sum in the denominator of the last term in Eq. (3.11) is 

positive, so the denominator of the last term in Eq. (3.11) tends to +00 as T l O. Therefore, 

(3.13) 

Combining EQs. (3.12) and (3.13) then gives us Eq. (3.9), which is what was to be 

proved. D 

Theorem (3.1) states that one way to guarantee convergence of the simulated annealing 

algorithm is to make enough transitions at each temperature so that the equilibrium 

distribution is reached, and then allow the temperature to approach zero. In practice, 

however, this can be implemented only approximately. The temperature cannot go all the 

way to zero because it is the denominator of an argument, and the stationary distribution 

can be exactly attained only after an infinite number of transitions are made at each 

temperature. For these reasons, practical difficulties exist with implementation of the 

algorithm. Implementation implies that one has a particular recipe, or annealing schedule, 

that determines how the temperature reduction proceeds and when the algorithm is to be 

terminated. Annealing schedules (also referred to as cooling schedules) will be discussed 

below. We first present, however, without proof, a theorem that gives conditions that yield 

asymptotic convergence to a global minimum in the case where T is decreased after each 

transition. 

Theorem (3.2): Let T k denote the value of the temperature T at the kth transition. If 

(3.14) 
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then 

o • otherwise (3.15) 

where C is a sufficiently large constant. 

We shall not include the proof of Theorem (3.2) since it is rather long. The proof 

follows through fairly straightforwardly if one makes use of some powerful theorems 

concerning inhomogeneous Markov chains and strong and weak ergodicity. Proofs can be 

found in several places including Mitra et al. (1986) and Geman and Geman (1984). 

Various expressions for the constant C in Theorem (3.2) exist in the literature. Geman 

and Geman (1984) prove the above theorem with C - Isl~Emax • where 

~Emax E max {E(fj» - min {E(fj». Anily and Federgruen (1985) prove the theorem with a 
fjlS fjlS 

similar constant, but one that has a sharper bound. This constant is given by C - N~EIoc' 

where ~EIoc Ii max {E(fj) - E(fj) I Gij > O} and N is an integer such that a global 
fi ,fjlS 

minimal-energy configuration can be reached from any other configuration in no more than 

N transitions. Mitra et al. (1986) prove the theorem with an even sharper bound on the 

constant C. This constant is given by C - R6EIoc • where 6EIoc is given above and R is 

taken to be the minimum value among elements that are drawn from a specified set. Each 

element of this set is taken to be the maximum number of transitions required to go from a 

configuration that is not a local maximal-energy configuration (a configuration fl is defined 

to be a local maximal-energy configuration if for all fj € S such that Gij > 0, E(fj) S E(fi » 
to any other configuration in S. 
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In summary, we have given two avenues that guarantee asymptotic convergence of the 

algorithm. In the l"1I'5t, convergence to a global minimum is achieved (with probability one) 

if the stationary distribution of the Markov chain is reached at each temperature and the 

temperature is decreased to zero. In the second, if the temperature is decreased to zero at a 

rate DO faster than 0 ( Io;(k) J. where k denotes the kUa transition, then a global minimum is 

achieved with probability one provided the initial T is large enough. 

Implementation: Annealing Schedules 

As stated earlier, implementation of the algorithm can be at best an approximation 

because the stationary distribution can never exactly be attained and the temperature cannot 

exactly go to zero. Most practical uses of the algorithm resort to making a finite number of 

transitions at each temperature by approximating equilibrium then lowering the temperature 

and repeating the process of approximation to equilibrium. The algorithm is terminated 

according to one of a number of possible criteria. Taking this approach necessitates the 

specification of four parameters: 

I. Initial value of the temperature T. 

2. Number of transitions made at each value of T; also thought of as the length of the 

Markov chain at each value of T. 

3. A temperature-decrement rule, i.e., a recipe for decreasing the value of T throughout 

the algorithm. 

4. Final value for T, or a rule for terminating the algorithm. 

The specification of these parameters yields what is referred to as an annealing, or 

cooling, schedule. 

It would appear that the most important component of an annealing schedule is 

determination of the number of transitions made at each value of T, or, how to approximate 

the attainment of equilibrium. The heart of the proof of convergence of the algorithm, at 
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least according to Theorem (3.1), relies on the assumption that the Markov chain is in, or at 

least arbitrarily close to, its stationary distribution at each temperature as the temperature is 

decreased. If this is not the case, the proof breaks down. Moreover, if one has a reliable 

method of approximating equilibrium. specifying the initial temperature and a temperature 

decrement rule become, at least in theory, less important, although in the interest of time

efficient algorithms. judicious specification of these parameters could still be very 

important. Unfortunately. specification of the length of the Markov chain at each 

temperature is the least-addressed component of an annealing schedule in the literature. 

(There is good reason for this; this is probably the most difficult component as well!) In 

what follows, we shall discuss some methods for specifying the parameters involved in an 

annealing schedule. 

Initial Value of the Temperature 

Inspection of the stationary distribution given by EQ. (3.6) shows that if T --. +00, every 

energy is as likely to occur as any other energy. For this reason, virtually every method 

used to specify the initial value of T in an annealing schedule follows the logic that the 

initial value of T should be large enough so that essentially all configurations that are 

generated satisfy the acceptance criterion. 

Kirkpatrick et aI. (1983) suggest setting the initial temperature equal to a large value, 

say To. A prescribed number of transitions are then made. and the number of 

configurations that satisfy the acceptance criterion is compared to the total number of 

transitions. The ratio of these two numbers is dermed as the acceptance ratio. If the 

acceptance ratio exceeds a ruted number. say Ko. which is near I, then the proposed value 

of To is used as the initial temperature and the algorithm proceeds. If the acceptance ratio 

is less than Ko, then the proposed To is doubled and the above process is repeated. This 
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procedure is continued until the acceptance ratio exceeds Ko. 

Aarts and van Laarhoven (1985) propose a method that requires the value of To to be 

such that a constant value (near one) of the acceptance ratio is maintained throughout a 

series of transitions. 

Rules for Terminating the Algorithm 

A stopping criteron is usually based on the idea that if the energy values are no longer 

changing, or at least no longer changing by appreciable amounts, the algorithm will not yield 

substantial improvement to the estimate of a global minimum. This does not necessarily 

imply, of course, that a global minimum has been achieved or that one has even been closely 

approximated. Stopping the algorithm at this point only implies that the minimization 

process has done as well as it is going to do (at least in a finite amount of computation time) 

given specification of the other three parameters in the cooling schedule. 

Kirkpatrick et aI. (1983) terminate the algorithm at the point where the final 

configurations at several consecutive temperature values are the same, i.e., when the last 

configurations of several consecutive Markov chains are identical. 

Aarts and van Laarhoven (1985) base the final value of the temperature on the decrease 

during the optimization process ;;f the running average of the energy E(o. If this decrease 

approaches zero, then the algorithm is terminated. 

White (1984) takes a slightly different approach to determining when to terminate the 

algorithm. Suppose one has knowledge of a local minimum with energy given by Eo, and 

suppose that El denotes the energy value of the configuration that h&s the next highest 

energy. If there are M total ways of making a possible transition from the configuration 

that corresponds to the energy El and if one assumes that ooly one of those M transitions 

leads to the configuration corresponding to the energy Eo, White argues that one should 
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require e~- EI~Eo } < ~. The reasoning for this is that, if the chain is to be in 

equilibrium with the average energy less than E I , then the probability of accepting a 

transition from the local minimum to the next-highest energy conitguration should be less 

than M-I. This leads to a value of the f'mal temperature of To - (~1:). Unfortunately, 

it is often the case that one does not have access to the information needed to calculate the 

final temperature To in this manner. 

Length of the Markov Chains and Temperature-Decrement Rules 

Determination of the length of the Markov chains and the temperature-decrement rule 

are the parameters that usually differentiate one annealing schedule from another. While 

most methods of specifying the initial and final temperature in an annealing schedule are 

heuristically the same, i.e., choose the initial temperature so that virtua1ly all configurations 

satisfy the acceptance criterion and choose the f'mal temperature so that further substantial 

minimization of the energy function is no longer possible, specification of chain length and 

temperature decrement is not so clear-cut. These two parameters are Quite closely related in 

the sense that specification of one often depends highly on specification of the other. 

Most of the specifications of these two parameters seem to focus more on the 

temperature-decrement rule. If one can establish equilibrium at the initial temperature, then 

the next value of the temperature is chosen to be ·close" to the initial temperature. The 

reasoning for this is that if the temperature has not changed by a large amount, then the 

chain should not be too far from equilibrium at the new temperature provided it was in 

equilibrium at the initial temperature. In other words, if the distance between two 

successive stationary distributions is not large, then re-establishment of equilibrium should 

not take long. FoUowing this philosophy, Aarts and van Laarhoven (1985) put an upper 

bound on the distance between stationary distributions at, say, temperatures Tit and T k+l' 



and from this restriction develop a decrement rule that gives a relation between T k and 

Tk+1 that satisfies the restriction that the stationary distributions be within the specified 

distance of eachother. 
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A popular choice for the temperature-decrement rule is to set Tk - QTk-1 • where Q is a 

constant near one. This rule was originally used by Kirkpatrick et aI. (1983) with Q - .8. 

Aarts and van Laarhoven couple their temperature-decrement rule with the following 

criterion for establishing the length of the Markov chains. They define a neighborhood R(i) 

associated with configuration fj to be the set of configurations fj that can be reached from 

fj in only one perturbation, i.e., 

The length of the chain is then taken as the maximum value of the size of aU such 

neighborhoods so that each configuration in the neighborhood R(i) at least has a chance of 

being reached at the current temperature. 

Romeo and Sangiovanni-VincenteUi (1984) argue that, in order to reach a final 

configuration that is close to the global minimal-energy configuration, there should always 

be a sufficiently large probability to leave any configuration during execution of the 

algorithm. They then choose the length of the chain to be proportional to the expected 

number of transitions required to leave any configuration. 

It does not seem that either of the above methods of determining the length of the 

Markov chains draws on the knowledge of what the stationary distributions are. A 

consequence of the detailed balance equation given in EQ. (3.7) is that in equilibrium the 

expected value of the change in energy between successive configurations must equal zero. 

Heuristic approaches to checking this requirement have been made by various researchers. 

Skiscim and Golden (1983) base the length of the chain on fluctuations in the value of E(f). 



At each temperature, a fIXed number of transitions are made in several intervals. Each 

interval of transitions defmes an epoch. The value of E(O at the end of each epoch is 

recorded, and if the values of E(f) at the end of successive epochs are within a specirled 

distance, the chain is considered to be in equilibrium. 
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Smith et 81. (1983) check for equilibrium by essentially requiring that the expected value 

of the change in E(f) be zero. Smith et 81. claim that the chain is in equilibrium if the 

number of configurations that satisfy the acceptance criterion while increasing E(f) is within 

a specified threshold of the number of configurations that satisfy the acceptance criterion 

while decreasing E(f). 

In Appendix C, we take the basic idea of the equilibrium check used by Smith et 81. and 

formalize it in terms of a statistical hypothesis test using a modified version of the sign test. 

This formalization, as will be shown in Appendix C, can be used as an equilibrium check in 

the simulated annealing algorithm. 

Comment on Annealing Schedules and the Use of the Simulated Annealing Algorithm 

As we stated earlier, the most important component of an annealing schedule is the 

determination of when equilibrium is approached. Attacking this problem in terms of a 

statistical hypothesis test as we have done in Appendix C seems to be a desirable approach 

to its solution. Moreover, by testing the hypothesis that the expected value of the change in 

cost is zero, one makes use of the knowledge of the stationary distributions of the energy 

values thereby allowing one to use Eq. (3.6). 

Before one jumps feet-first into solving a combinatorial optimization problem by using 

simulated annealing, it should be determined that standard descent-type algorithms (e.g., a 

simple Monte Carlo search) do not yield good approximations to a global minimum. Even if 

local minima exist, they may be ·close· to a global minimum, and the effort required to do 

better than these local minima may often be prohibitive. 
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Stochastic Relaxation 

Geman and Geman (1984) use a variation oC the simulated annealing algorithm as 

described in the previous section to f"md MAP estimates in the context oC image restoration. 

In the work oC Geman and Geman. the prior distribution P(O is modeled as a locally 

dependent prior. i.e .• a prior such that the conditional distribution of any given pixel 

depends only on the values oC pixels that are near the pixel in question. and it is shown that 

under certain assumptions the posterior distribution is also locally dependent. The prior 

distribution takes on the form 

P(C) - Z-l ex~-l!f; }. (3.16) 

where Z is the partition function. U(n is the energy. and Tk is a parameter that will play 

the role of a control parameter throughout implementation of the algorithm. By combining 

Eq. (3.16) with the likelihood function p(glf), one obtains the posterior distribution p(Clg). 

Starting with an arbitrary initial estimate. one generates a sequence of estimates of r MAP by 

drawing samples from the posterior distribution. This process of sampling from the 

posterior is termed the Gibbs sampler because the form of the distribution in Eq. (3.16) is a 

Gibbs distribution. Geman and Geman prove that for each value oC the control parameter T 

the distribution of this sequence of estimates converges asymptotically to the posterior 

distribution provided each pixel is visited often enough. By decreasing the value of the 

control parameter at a rate no faster than 0 ( Io;(k) J. where k corresponds to the kth value 

T k. Geman and Geman prove that the sequence of estimates will converge asymptotically to 

the MAP estimate provided the initial value of T is large enough. 
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Iterated Conditional Modes 

The method of iterated conditional modes (lCM) was originally proposed by Besag 

(1983) as a computationally undemanding avenue for approximating maximum probability 

estimates. The algorithm was also suggested independently by Kittler and F glein (1984). 

Suppose that one is seeking the MAP estimate ? MAP of f and that ? denotes a current 

approximation of ? MAP' The method of ICM then updates the current? 11:, i.e., the value of 

r at pixel k, based on all the available information. A reasonable choice for the updated 

value of r II: is to choose its value so as to maximize its conditional probability given the data 

g and current values of fj' j # k. This can be stated mathematically as 

(3.17) 

Bayes' rule gives 

(3.18) 

where any term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.18) that is independent of fll: has been 

absorbed into the proportionality constant. 

The method of ICM then yields 

(3.19) 

Note that 
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so that P(?la) is guaranteed to never decrease after any iteration. 

The solution obtained by ICM is only an approximation to the MAP estimate since the 

algorithm converges only to a local maximum. If one chooses a judicious initial 

approximation, however, the loca1 maximum might be a good approximation to the global 

maximum. A candidate for this initial approximation is the MLE. 

The method of ICM is computationaJ)y manageable if the prior distribution is locaJly 

dependent. If this is not the case, then the computational burden put on ICM increases 

dramatically. 

Modifications of ICM are also suggested in Besag (1986), where weaker fields are used 

in early iterations to eventually work up to the P(f) that is ultimately being used. If the 

initaJ approximation is not -good-, this route might cause the estimate of ? MAP to have 

certain pixel values fixed early in the algorithm. Desag also suggests that, instead of solving 

EQ. (3.17) with respect to the single pixel k, one might solve EQ. (3.17) with respect to a 

group of pixels. 

As stated in Chapter 2, Johnson et aI. (1989, 1990) used a modification of ICM to obtain 

approximations of ? MAP' This modification is known as iterated conditional averages (ICA). 

The difference between ICM and ICA is that ICA chooses f k to be the mean, or the 

average, of the conditional distribution given in Eq. (3.17) as opposed to the mode, i.e., for 

ICA, 

(3.20) 
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Monte Carlo Search with a "Smart" Initial Estimate 

The method of ICM, if initialized with a -good- approximation, yields an approximation 

of ~ NAP that is not, in general, the global maximum of EQ. (2.44), but instead a local 

maximum that one hopes is quite close to the global maximum. Another way of obtaining 

an approximation of this type is by using a Monte Carlo search after initialimtion with a 

"good" approximation. This approach is similar in spirit to the method of ICM but differs in 

the fact that the Monte Carlo search actually attempts to maximize the posterior distribution 

and not just the conditional distribution of a particular pixel given the data and values of 

the remaining pixels. One could also use some other descent-type algorithm in lieu of the 

Monte Carlo search routine to approximate ~ MAP. 

There are numerous possibilities for initial approximations to be used in this scheme (as 

well as in ICM). Geman and McClure P987) suggest using the MLE as an initial 

approximation and then using a gradient-descent algorithm to approximate ~ MAP. The 

approach most often taken in this dissertation will be to use as an initial approximation not 

the true MLE, but an approximation obtained from the EM algorithm where the algorithm 

is stopped before the MLE is attained. These approximations from the EM algorithm, as 

discussed in Chapter 2, are smoother than the MLE and do not possess the severe artifacts 

that are due to the Poisson statistics of the noise. 

Generalized EM Algorithm 

The Generalized EM (GEM) algorithm was discussed in Chapter 2, so we shall only 

briefly mention it here as a means of approximating the MAP estimate. This approach has 

been taken by Hebert and Leahy (1989). As stated in Chapter 2, the difference between the 

EM algorithm and the GEM algorithm lies in the M-step. In the EM algorithm, the M-step 

says to maximize the quantity that was obtained from the E-step. The GEM algorithm 
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requires that one only increase the quantity that results from the E-step and not necessarily 

maximize this quantity in order to ensure convergence to a local maximum. Hebert and 

Leahy develop a version of a gradient-ascent algorithm that guarantees that the quantity 

from the E-step increases. The GEM algorithm is destined to f'md only a IocaI maximum as 

do most of the above methods (simulated annealing being the only exception), but once 

again, one might initialize the algorithm with a judicious approximation in the hopes of 

finding a Ioca1 maximum that is near a global maximum. 

One advantage that the GEM algorithm enjoys over the other methods discussed above 

is that by using a locally dependent prior, one can rigorously set up the optimization 

problem to run in parallel. For a discussion of this, see Magee (1990). 

The optimization procedure that will be used in this disser <.:ition will be described in 

Chapter 6, where we discuss results obtained from performing several of the above 

procedures on some of the types of optimization problems encountered in this dissertation. 

The problems used to test the various procedures will also be described at that time. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ROC ANALYSIS AND FIGURES OF MERIT 

In this chapter, we shall discuss some basic issues of receiver operating characteristic 

(ROC) analysis and motivate the use of ROC analysis in the i.eld of medical imaging. We 

shall also discuss possible figures of merit that might be used in lieu of ROC analysis. 

The use of ROC analysis in studies of medical decision making was first introduced by 

Lusted (1960, 1968, 1978). Since then, many researchers have used ROC analysis in the 

field of medical imaging. For a nice tutorial on this subject, see Metz (1978), Swets (1978), 

and the references therein. For a complete treatment of the topic, see Swets and Pickett 

(1982). Because of the myriad of imaging systems and reconstruction and restoration 

algorithms currently being used or proposed, one must have a quantitative method available 

for making comparisons of the available methods. If these comparisons are to be 

meaningful, the quantitative methods used to make such comparisons must take into account 

the task that is to be performed and the efficacy of the performance of the task. In the 

field of medical imaging, this task will ultimately involve a human observer, and ROC 

analysis provides an avenue for making the needed quantitative comparisons. 

Basics of ROC Analysis 

When dealing with reconstructions or restorations of medical images, one always has in 

mind the ultimate goal of obtaining the reconstruction or restoration that will yield the most 

accurate diagnosis (as judged by a human observer) given a specified task. For example, the 

task might be to determine whether or not a lesion exists in an organ. One would then like 

to obtain the reconstruction or restoration that would allow a physician to determine, with 

very little doubt, that a lesion was present or absent. A form of a psychophysical test can be 
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used to thoroughly explore the problem of determining which method will allow the most 

accurate diagnosis for a given task. Modem psychophysics seeks to determine the 

relationship between two observables, i.e., a stimulus and a report about the stimulus (Swets 

(1979». A large part of psychophysics deals with the measurement of discrimination. In 

discrimination tests, the human observer is usually asked if some specified stimulus is 

present or absent (e.g., is the lesion present or absent), if the stimulus is in one location or 

another, or if the stimulus is of one type or another. 

The response that a human gives to any of the discrimination questions listed above can 

vary substantially from observer to observer depending on the observer's confidence that the 

response is correct. The response given by the observer is determined by a decision 

criterion, or threshold. This threshold will depend on several factors including costs of 

correct and incorrect decisions and the probability that the stimulus in question is present. 

The effect of the decision threshold on the observer's response led to the introduction of 

receiver operating characterisitc (ROC) analysis into psychophysics in the 1960's. ROC 

analysis isolates the effect of the threshold so that the inherent accuracy of the ROC is 

independent of the threshold used by the observer. 

In ROC analysis, it is assumed that there exists a quantity whose numerical value 

determines the response of the human observer. For example, if the task is to discriminate 

between a lesion being present (positive case) and a lesion being absent (negative case), the 

human may attempt to judge subjectively the likelihood that a case is positive. Probability 

distributions of this subjective judgment for negative cases and for positive cases exist, and 

in any interesting application these distributions will always overlap. If the numerical value 

of the subjective judgment of a positive case exceeds the decision threshold set by the 

observer, then the response is positive, i.e., the case is classified as positive. Since the 

probability distributions for the two cases overlap, the human will not be able to correctly 

classify every single case, thereby making a certain number of errors. 
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One would like, of course, to be able to minirnin some function of the number of 

errors that are made. For the problem of discriminating between positive and negative 

cases, the observer can make two types of errors. In the ill'St, one might say that the case is 

positive when it is actually negative (known as a False Positive (FP) decision), while in the 

second, one might say that the case is negative when it is actually positive (known as a False 

Negative (FN) decision). If one normalizes the number of FP decisions by the total number 

of actually negative cases, the False Positive Fraction (FPF) results. Similarly, by 

normalizing the number of FN decisions by the total number of actually positive cases, one 

obtains the False Negative Fraction (FNF). Both FPF and FNF are numbers that lie 

between zero and one. If one formulates the problem in terms of statistical hypothesis 

testing so that the null hypothesis is that the case is negative, then in the language of 

statistical decision theory the FPF is known as the probability of committing an error of 

Type I, while the FNF is known as the probability of committing an error of Type n. For 

the problem of discriminating between positive and negative cases, the observer can make 

two other decisions: one might say that the case is positive when it actually is, and one 

might say that the case is negative when it actually is. These decisions are known as True 

Positive (TP) and True Negative (TN) decisions, respectively. By normalizing the number 

of TP decisions by the number of actually positive cases, one obtains the True Positive 

Fraction (TPF). If the number of TN decisions is normalized by the number of actually 

negative cases, the True Negative Fraction (TNF) results. Because of the way that TPF, 

TNF, FPF, and FNF are defined, the following identities must hold: 

TPF + FNF - I (4.1 ) 

and 
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(4.2) 

Figure 4.1 shows two hypothetical distributions of the subjective opinion of a human 

observer of the likelihood that a case is positive. Based on a specified decision threshold. 

the quantities TPF, TNF, FPF, and FNF are indicated in the Ilgure. 

If possible. one would like to simultaneously minimiu: the FPF and the FNF by 

choosing the decision threshold appropriately. A little thought, with some examination of 

Fig. 4.1. shows that this is not possible. A decrease in the FPF is always accompanied by an 

increase in the FNF and an increase in the FPF always accompanies a decrease in the FNF, 

or in the language of statistical decision theory, one cannot choose a critical region that 

simultaneously minimizes the probability of committing a Tpye I error and the probability 

of committing a Type n error. 

Instead of looking at the FNF and the FPF, ROC analysis typically looks at the TPF and 

the FPF. These two viewpoints are equivalent because of EQ. (4.1). By varying the decision 

threshold from zero (far left on the axis in Fig. 4.1) to one (far right on the axis in Fig. 4.1), 

the observer generates a continuum of (FPF, TPF) pairs. If these pairs are plotted on a 

graph of TPF vs. FPF in a unit SQuare, then what is known as an ROC curve is generated. 

An ROC curve shows the relationship between the TPF and the FPF at various decision 

thresholds and thus describes the ability of the human observer to perform the 

discrimination task originally specified. 

A few examples of ROC curves are shown in Fig. 4.2. Note that every curve must go 

through the points (I, I) and (0.0) since setting the threshold to zero corresponds to calling 

everthing positive. while setting the threshold to one corresponds to calling everything 

negative. The best possible ROC curve foUows the far left and upper boundaries of the unit 

square. In this case. the probability distributions for positive and negative cases would have 

no overlap. thereby allowing perfect discrimination. If the two distributions overlap 



Fig. 4.1 
Two hypothetical distributions of the subjective opinion of a human observer of the 
likelihood that a case is positive. The values of this subjective opinion fall along the 
horizontal axis and range in value from 0 to 1. The quantities TPF. lNF. FPF. and FNF 
are indicated by the appropriate shaded regions based on the decision threshold tc' 
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Some examples of ROC curves. The horizontal axis contains the FPF and ranges from 0 to 
1. The vertical axis contains the TPF and ranges from 0 to 1. 
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perfectly, then the ability to c:liscriminate will be equivalent to the probability of obtaining a 

head when flipping a fair coin. In this case, the ROC curve becomes a straight line 

connecting the points (0,0) and (1,1) and is called the chance line since discrimination will 

be no better than what could be obtained purely by chance. Methods of comparing two 

ROC curves to determine which one yields better discrimination will be c:liscussed in the 

next section. 

There are two approaches that are typically used to generate empirical ROC curves. In 

the first approach, known as the yes-no procedure, the observer views a series of images 

and is required to respond, for each image, in one of two ways (e.g., positive or negative 

decision) based on a specific decision dll'eshold. The series of images is then viewed again 

with the observer using a different threshold. This process is repeated several times, and the 

observer's responses for each series are compared with the truth (assumed to be known) so 

that (FPF, TPF) pairs can be computed. These pairs are plotted in the unit square and a 

smooth curve is fitted to the points, thus yielding the (empirical) ROC curve. In order to 

generate estimates of M points on the ROC curve, this method requires the observer to view 

the series of images M times and is therefore a rather inefficient method of generating an 

ROC curve. 

The second approach to generating an empirical ROC curve, known as the rating 

procedure, is much more efficient than the first and is the one usually used in practice. In 

the rating procedure, the observer is required to respond with one of several categories of 

confidence that the case is positive or negative. It is typical to use a six-point scale with the 

categories given as: 0) absolutely certain the case is negative, I) fairly certain the case is 

negative, 2) just guessing the case is negative, 3) just guessing the case is positive, 4) fairly 

certain the case is positive, S) absolutely certain the case is positive. It is not necessary for 

different observers to interpret these categories in the same way; it is only necessary that 

there exists a clear and ordered set of categories representing the observer's confidence in 
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their decision. 

Once all the images have been categorized, the resultant data can be analyzed so that 

several (FPF, TPF) pairs can be computed. The axis in Fig. 4.1 is divided into six disjoint 

and complete regions, each region corresponding to one of the categories used to rate the 

images, as shown in Fig. 4.3. In categorizing the set of images, the observer implicitly sets 

five different thresholds that would correspond to performing a yes-no experiment. These 

threshold are indicated in Fig. 4.3. By setting a very lenient threshold (classifying every 

image as positive unless there is no doubt that the image is negative), the observer is 

classifying every image in category 0 as negative and every image in categories 1-5 as 

positive. These classifications are compared with the truth, and a (FPF. TPF) pair 

corresponding to a very lenient threshold (that indicated by tl in Fig. 4.3) is computed. If 

the threshold is made a bit less lenient, then the observer is in effect classifying each image 

in categories 0 and I as negative and each image in categories 2-5 as positive. These 

classifications are compared with the truth, and a (FPF. TPF) pair corresponding to the new 

threshold (that indicated by t2 in Fig. 4.3) is computed. This prodcedure is continued until 

the observer uses a threshold that is very strict (classifying every image as positive only 

when there is no doubt that the image is positive). For this strict threshold, the images in 

categories 0-4 are classified as negative and only the images in category 5 are classified as 

positive. Once again, these classifications are compared with the truth, and a (FPF, TPF) 

pair corresponding to the very strict threshold (that indicated by t6 in Fig. 4.3) is computed. 

Therefore, for a six-point rating scale, one obtains five points, one point each for the 

thresholds indicated by tl -t6 in Fig. 4.3, through which the ROC curve is fitted. 
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o 

Fig. 4.3 
A hypothetical categorization of a set of images corresponding to the six-point rating scale. 
The numbers 0-5 indicate the categories, while the vertical lines labeled tl -t6 indicate the 
various thresholds the observer implicitly uses in making the classifications. 
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ROC Indices of Performance 

In this section, we shall discuss various indices of performance that are available once an 

ROC curve is generated. These indices are useful when more than one ROC curve exists 

and the question of which curve is better arises. 

Many of the indices used in practice depend on the so-called binormal assumption. This 

assumption implies that the empirical ROC curve is very similar in form to a theoretical 

ROC curve that is derived from assuming that the underlying probability distributions of 

the SUbjective judgment of the likelihood that a case is positive for positive and negative 

cases are normal. This assumption has been shown in many instances to be quite reasonable 

(Swets and Pickett (I 982». The upshot of the binormal assumption is that plotting the 

nOrmal-deviate value of the probability of a FP decision versus the normal-deviate value of 

the probabiltiy of a TP decision results in a straight line. This straight line is sometimes 

called a binormal ROC. Some examples of binormal ROC curves are shown in Fig. 4.4. 

If the distributions for positive and negative cases have equal variances, then the 

binormal ROC will have unit slope (and the ROC curve will be symmetric about the 

negative diagonal of the unit square). In this case, the index known as d' is often used. The 

index d' is equal to the difference in means of the positive and negative distributions 

normalized by the common standard deviation of the distributions. If the distributions do 

not have equal variances, then the indices da and d. are often used. The index da is 

defined as the difference in means of the positive and negative distributions normalized by 

the square root of Lite average variance of the two distributions, while the index d. is 

identical to da except that it is normaliZHI by the average standard deviation of the two 

distributions as opposed to the square root of the average variance. 

The index that has emerged as the best of the single-parameter indices is the area under 

the ROC curve (AUe) (Swets (1978». As indicated by its name, this parameter is simply 
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equal to the area that falls below the ROC curve. Metz (1986) notes that AUC can be 

interpreted as the average value of the TPF on the corresponding curve if the FPF is 

randomly varied between zero and one. Green and Swets (1966) give a precise meaning of 

the index AUC in terms of the so-called two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) experiment, 

which requires the observer to view a pair of images that consists of a positive case and a 

negative case and to report which case is positive (and hence which case is negative). A 

result of Green and Swets states that AUC obtained from a yes-no or rating experiment is 

equal to the probability of correctly classifying a (positive, negative) pair in a 2AFC 

experiment. Therefore, calculating AUC from a rating experiment is equivalent to 

randomly selecting (positive, negative) pairs of images and, using the observer's separate 

ratings of these two images, simulating the way that the observer would have classified this 

pair had it been presented in a 2AFC experiment. 

Bamber (1975) recognized that the probability of correctly ranking a (positive, negative) 

pair can be expressed in terms of the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test statistic. This 

three-way equivalence of AUC, probability of correctly ranking a (positive, negative) pair, 

and value of the Mann-Whitney test statistic is discussed and analyzed in Hanley and 

McNeil (1982). Taking advantage of the three-way equivalence, Hanley and McNeil 

propose using the Mann-Whitney test statistic as a means of computing AUC. Most 

methods that compute AUC rely on the assumption of normal distributions for positive and 

negative cases. Being a nonparametric test, the Mann-Whitney test statistic makes no 

distributional assumptions on positive and negative cases. 

The Mann-Whitney test statistic discussed in Bamber (1975) applies only to independent 

AUC estimates. This test can be generalized to account for correlation; see, for example, 

Hanley and McNeil (l983a) or Delong et aI. (1988). 
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lAca1ization ROC curves 

Up to this point, the discussion of ROC analysis bas assumed that the discrimination 

problem bas been binary. i.e .• one must discriminate between the two distinct cases of 

positive and negative. It is often the case in medical imaging. however. that the 

discrimination Question also involves location or ClassulCation. For example, the task of the 

observer may be to determine whether or not a lesion exists. and if one does exist, to 

determine the location of the lesion or the type of lesion. In other words, the observer now 

has more than two possible responses. The general ROC situation for more than two 

alternatives involves problems that have not yet been satisfactorily solved. 

Starr et al. (1975) first proposed and applied a generalization of ROC analysis where the 

TPF of general ROC analysis was replaced by the probability of calling a case positive and 

correctly locating the signal (e.g., the lesion in the above example) given that a signal 

actually exists. They called this a location ROC (LROC) curve. Swets and Pickett (1982) 

used a similar plot to characterize the ability of the observer to detect and classify (rather 

than locate) signals. Swets and Pickett replaced the TPF of general ROC analysis with the 

probability of calling a case positive and classifying the signal correctly given that a signal 

actually exists. Swets and Pickett called this curve a joint ROC, thereby generalizing the 

term LROC suggested by Starr et a1. A joint ROC curve will originate in the lower left

hand comer of the unit square as will an ROC curve, but a joint ROC curve will not in 

general end in the upper right-hand comer of the unit square like an ROC curve. Examples 

of joint ROC curves are shown in Fig. 4.5. 

Starr et aI. (1975) demonstrate that the LROC curve can be predicted from the detection 

ROC as a function of the number of possible locations. If these locations are not too 

complex and interrelated. Swets and Pickett (1982. p. 52) claim that localization tests need 

not be conducted in addition to the simpler detection-only test Metz (1989), however. 
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points out that disadvantanges of LROC analysis include the problems that no generally 

applicable statistical tests for difference in performance have been developed and that no 

formal curve-fitting procedures exist. 

Statistical Tests of Significance Between ROC Curves 

If one is attempting to determine through ROC analysis which of two methods for 

obtaining reconstructions is better, then a means of comparing indices derived from the 

ROC curves associated with each method is needed. It is not sufficient just to compare the 

values of an index and declare the better method as the one that yields the more favorable 

value of the index. Since the ROC curves that the indices are derived from are empirical 

curves, statistical fluctuations in the curves, and hence in the values of any indices derived 

from the curves, will be present. The question that needs to be addressed, then, is whether 

or not the difference between the values of an index used from the two methods is 

statistically significant. 

Swets and Pickett (1982) address this question by introducing the test statistic CR 

(known as the critical ratio), where 

(4.3) 

where 81 and 82 are the indices associated with the two methods and E( . ) and Var( . ) 

denote the expectation and variance of '. respectively. The hypothesis 110: 81 - 82 VS. 

HI: 81 ". 82 is then tested. By making the assumption that the indices are normally 

distributed, one can test this hypothesis using standard statistical techniques. 

Before one can use the test statistic CR to test the above hypothesis, a means of 

estimating the numerator and denominator based on the data must be developed. The 



numerator, is estimated by simply taking the sample mean of both 61 and 62 over all 

observers. The denominator is not as simple. Expanding Var(91 -92 ) yields 
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(4.4) 

where cov( .. , . ) denotes the covariance between .. and 

unwieldy unless the simplifying assumption that 

This expression is rather 

(4.5) 

is made, in which case one has 

(4.6) 

Using Eq. (4.5), one can write the quantity cov(91 ,92 ) as 

(4.7) 

where "- .. , . ) denotes the correlation coefficient between .. and '. 

Swets and Pickett (1982) express Var(O) in terms of three components and ,,-°1 ,°2 ) in 

terms of two components as fonows. The quantity Var(O) will depend on the variance in ° 
due to variability in the reconstructions, the variance in 9 due to variability between 

observers, and the variance in 9 due to variability within individual observers. The quantity 

"-°1 ,92 ) will depend on the correlation between reconstructions across the two methods and 

the correlation between observers across the two methods. These components are defined 

below: 



s: - the variance in , due to variability in the reconstructions, 

Pr - the correlation between reconstructions across the two methods; 

the fraction of S: that is common to the two methods, 

s.! - the variance in , due to variability between observers, 

Pbo - the correlation between observers across the two methods; the 

fraction of s.! that is common to the two methods, 

s.:o - the variance in , due to the variability within individual 
observers, 

m = number of observers. 

Using Eq. (4.7), one has 
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(4.8) 

where Eq. (4.8) is simply the covariance of 81 and 82 expressed as a sum of two components. 

Expressing the variance of 8 in terms of three components yields 

2 2 
Var(8) .. s: + ~ + 5,;0 . 

m m (4.9) 

Combining Eqs. (4.6), (4.8), and (4.9) then yields the expression for Var(81-8:z) as 

(4.10) 

Swets and Pickett (1982) suggest methods for empirically estimating the quantities 

involved in Eq. (4.10). Hanley and McNeil (1983b) abo suggest methods of estimating these 

quantities. In Chapter 6, we shall report results that utilize Eq. (4.10), and the methods used 
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to estimate Eq. (4.10) are consistent with the methods suggested in Hanley and McNeil 

(I 983b). The test statistic CR given in Eq. (4.3) can then be calculated to test the hypothesis 

that there is no statistically significant difference between the two methods of 

reconstruction. 

When one is designing an experiment with the goal of comparing two different methods 

of reconstruction (or two different imaging systems, etc.) through ROC analysis, one must 

take care that the task to be performed by the human observer is not too difficult or too 

easy. If the task is too difficult, then it will be the case that virtually no method of 

reconstruction will yield good discrimination capability between positive and negative cases. 

If this is the case, then no meaningful conclusions concerning the efficacy of the different 

methods can be made. The only real conclusion that can be drawn is that the task is a very 

difficult one. Similarly, if the task is too simple, then virtually all methods will produce 

reconstructions that will allow excellent discrimination between the positive and negative 

cases, and the only meaningful conclusion that can be drawn in this case is that the task is a 

very simple one. Metz (1989) uses the rule of thumb that if AUe is used as the index of 

performance, then the average of the two AUe values of the two modalities being compared 

should lie near 0.80. 

Figures of Merit 

Unfortunately, performing psychophysical studies (also referred to as observer 

performance studies) and assessing the results through ROC analysis is a very time

consuming task. It would be nice if a calculable figure of merit (FOM) was available that 

could serve the same purpose as observer performance studies do in comparing systems or 

methods. If such an FOM existed, it would need to have the properties that it correlates 

well with the performance of a human observer and that it be a number that is calculable 



from the available data. In the next section, we discuss some possible FOM's, some of 

which have been used in the past. 
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If the task to be performed by the human observer is one of discrimination, then one 

would like to have available a measure of class separability to use as an FOM. In other 

words, suppose that one is to determine whether or not a lesion exists in an organ. Two 

classes can then be broadly described as normal and abnormal. We would like to choose a 

reconstruction method that yields, in some sense, the largest separation between the two 

classes of reconstructions. This is basically the goal that we attempt to accomplish through 

the use of observer performance studies and ROC analysis, where it is assumed that a 

distribution of the subjective judgment of the human of the likelihood that a case is positive 

exists for each of two classes (called positive and negative in the discussion of ROC analysis 

above). As the distributions for these classes become further separated, or as the overlap 

between the two decreases, the performance of the human in the discrimination task 

increases. 

In ROC analysis, the distributions for the two classes are univariate distributions, often 

times assumed to be normal as discussed earlier. Each distribution in this case is determined 

by its mean and variance, and as the difference between the two means increases, or as the 

variance of each distribution decreases, the indices of performance associated with ROC 

analysis increase. In this section when dealing with class separability, it is assumed that the 

distribution for each class is not univariate, but multivariate. It is unrealistic to hope that 

we will ever know the exact distributions for the classes. One can formulate several criteria 

for separability, however, through the introduction of two matrices known as the within

class and between-class scatter matrices (Fukanaga (1972». These matrices are defined as 



and 

2 

81 • L P, (~(O - Eo(f)(~(f) - Eo(f)' 

i-I 

2 

~ · I P, ~{(r - ~(f)(r - E,(f)} , 

i-I 
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(4.11) 

(4.12) 

where 81 is the between-class scatter matrix, ~ is the within-class scatter matrix, Pj 

denotes the a priori probability of occurrence of class i, Ej ( • ) denotes the expection of 

with respect to class i, Eo( . ) denotes the overall average of " i.e., with respect to both 

classes, and ' denotes the transpose operation. 

Fukanaga proposes four criteria derivable from the above scatter matrices. Each 

criterion is a number that increases as the between-class scatter increases or the within-class 

scatter decreases. The four criteria are given as 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

and 
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(4.16) 

where tr( . ) denotes the trace of the matrix .• I . I denotes the determinant of the matrix 

.• and ~ and c are constants. 

The criterion J1 • given by EQ. (4.13). bas been used as an FOM in medical imaging 

studies and bas been called the Hotelling Trace Criterion (HTC) (Fiete et al. (1987). White et 

al. (1989). Herman and Yeung (1989». The HTC bas a number of appealing properties. 

among them the fact that it measures the classification performance of the optimal linear 

discriminant when the distributions on the classes are each assumed to be multivariate 

normal. (Some texts refer to the HTC as Fisher's linear discriminant. but this author 

considers Fisher's linear discriminant to be derived under the assumption of 

homoscedasticity. i.e .• the assumption that the covariance matrices of the classes are 

identical. The HTC does not require this assumption.) The most appealing property of the 

HTC as far as we are concerned is. however. that in a number of studies. it has been shown 

to correlate very weD with the perfomance of the human observer (Fiete et al. (I987). White 

et al. (1989». In other words. as the discrimination capacity of the human observer 

increases (as measured through observer performance studies). the value of the HTC 

increases. 

The drawback that the HTC has to this work. however. is that it is not easy to calculate. 

In order to compute the HTC. one must have knowledge of Si1
• Since this knowledge is 

not directly available. one must resort to estimation of ~ with some method of computing 

Si1 • If the estimate of ~ is the standard sample covariance matrix. then one must have at 

least n samples (images) from which ~ is estimated. where n corresponds to the number of 

pixels in an image and hence the number of rows and columns in ~. in order to guarantee 

that the estimate of ~ be full-rank. This requirement is clearly not feasible for the size of 

images that concern us. In the work of Fiete et al. (1987). this problem is side-stepped 
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because of the nature of the images that are used to derme the two classes whose 

separability is sought Namely, it is assumed by Fiete et al. that the sets of images to be 

analyzed are obtained from the original, or noise-free, images through a linear process of 

blurring and noise addition, where the statistics of the noise are assumed known. This 

assumption permits ~ to be broken up into the sum of two terms. The rll'St term is simply 

the covariance matrix of the original, or noise-free, objects, while the second term is the 

covariance matrix of the noise alone. If the noise is assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian, 

then the covariance matrix of the noise alone can be approximated by averaging over many 

images, and the result wiil be a full-rank matrix. Adding this full-rank approximation of 

the covariance matrix of the noise alone to an approximation of the covariance matrix of the 

noise-free objects, one obtains an approximation to S, that is full-rank. 

Unfortunately, this trick cannot be applied in our case because the sets of images whose 

class-separability is to be analyzed consist of reconstructions that are obtained from the data 

through a nonlinear transformation. The problem of estimating S, with a full-rank matrix 

therefore remains unsolved. 

It can be shown (Fukanaga (1972» that for a two-class problem, J1 is equal to the 

largest eigenvalue (in fact the only non-zero eigenvalue) of the matrix 821
• Computing the 

value of the HTC is therefore equivalent to solving the so-called generalized eigenvalue 

problem SI u - ~ u, where ~ is the non-zero eigenvalue and u the corresponding 

eigenvector. Algorithms exist for solving the generalized eigenvalue problem given SI and 

S, (Sameh and Wisniewski (1982», but these depend on the assumption that ~ is positive

definite, or full-rank. 

Another criterion that is based on the scatter matrices SI and S, is given in, among 

other places, Barrett (1990). This criterion is known as the non-prewhitening matched filter 

(NPWMF) and is given by the quantity 
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(4.17) 

where we have used the notation Iii to denote the NPWMF. Details of the derivation of Iii 

are given in Barrett (1990). 

Since the problem of actually computing the HTC is. for our puposes. currently an 

unsolved problem. we will use the criterion I ... given by Eq. (4.16). and Iii. given by Eq. 

(4.17). as FOM's. To compute I .. and I,. one does not need to have a full-rank 

approximation of ~. Standard maximum likelihood estimates of the matrices Sl and ~ can 

be used to compute 1.. and 16 , Whether or not these FOM's correlate well with the 

performance of the human remains to be seen. A preliminary analysis of this question based 

on the sets of reconstructions that we have obtained is reported on in Chapter 6. 



CHAPTER S 

MARKOV RANDOM FIELDS 
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The use of Markov random field (MRF) models in image reconstruction and restoration 

has become an ;ncreasingly popular method for specifying prior probability distributions on 

objects to be reconstructed or restored. This chapter will lay some of the foundations of the 

theoretical development of MRF's. A few specific MRF models and their use in 

reconstruction and restoration problems were discussed in Chapter 2. 

Description and Theory 

Markov random fields can be thought of as spatial generalizations of Markov chains. A 

readable review of some of the more salient features of MRFs is given in Kindermann and 

Snell (1980). The foundations of the theory can be found, among other places, in Preston 

(1974) or Spitzer (1971). In this section we shall discuss some of the issues related to 

MRF's. 

The theory of MRF's allows one to characterize random configurations of points on a 

lattice in terms of conditional probabilities. The theory can be formulated in any dimension 

and can be generalized from lattice points to vertices of graphs. For the purposes of the 

current work, however, we shall restrict attention to discrete two-dimensional MRF's that 

are defined over a rectangular lattice of points (i.e., pixels) whose locations will be 

lexicographically ordered as L· {I, 2, .... n}. For these purposes. suppose that 

f:.: (fl' f2 ..... fn) represents a configuration. where fit denotes the value of the 

configuration f at the point in the lattice labeled by the index k (e.g .• in this work. fit will 

be the value of an image at the location of the kth pixel). Suppose also that f f S. where S 

is defined to be the sample space of all possible configurations. 
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For convenience. we shall restate the definition of a neighborhood system that was given 

earlier in Chapter 2. 

Definition: A collection of subsets of L. described as 

N '" {Nj I i f L. N j C L}. (5.1) 

is a neighborhood system on L if and only if N j • the neighborhood of the pixel indexed by 

i. is a set of pixel locations such that i ; Nj and if k f N j • then i f Nk for any i fL. 

In image modeling. it is typical to specify a hierarchy of neighborhood systems. A first

order neighborhood system of the pixel i consists of the two vertically adjacent and two 

horizontally adjacent pixels of pixel i. A first-order neighborhood system is shown in Fig. 

5.1 (a). A second-order neighborhood system of pixel i consists of the pixels contained in 

the first-order system plus the four diagonally adjacent pixels of pixel i. This system is 

shown in Fig. 5.1 (b). One can continue in this fashion and. in general. develop an 

mth -order neighborhood system. 

A probability measure p will be assigned to the sample space S of all possible 

configurations. The local characteristics of this probability measure are defined by the 

conditional probabilities 

(5.2) 

k=I .... ,n. Equation (5.2) with k - i gives the probability that pixel i takes on value fj given 

the values at all other pixels in the image. or points in the lattice. 
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Fig S.l (a) 
A neighborhood Nj associated with the first-order neighborhood system. The four pixels 
adjacent to the pixel labeled i are all neighbors of the pixel labeled i. 

Fig. S.l (b) 
A neighborhood Nj associated with the second-order neighborhood system. The eight pixels 
adjacent to the pixel labeled i are all neighbors of the pixel labeled i. 



A probability measure is said to define. Markov random ileld if the Ioca1 

characteristics given in EQs. (5.2) satisfy the Markov property 
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(5.3) 

k-l .... n. The Markov property stated in Eq. (5.3) can be seen to be a spatial generalization 

of the familiar Markov property for Markov chains. The Markov property for one-step 

chains states that the chance behavior of the future depends only on the present. For fields, 

the Markov property Eq. (5.3) states that the chance behavior at a particular pixel depends 

only on the values of the neighbors of that particular pixel. 

There is an alternative way of characterizing random configurations of points on a 

lattice that is based on the formulation of statistical mechanics according to Gibbs--through 

Gibbs random fields. The notion of Markov random fields has no apparent relation to 

physics. It is instead a natural way of extending the notion of a Markov chain to a higher

dimensional spatial process. A Gibbs random field, on the other hand, is generally accepted 

as the most convenient mathematical model of a discrete or lattice gas. Though Markov and 

Gibbs random fields do not appear to be related physically, these two methods of 

characterizing random configurations on a lattice are equivalent. Before we expound further 

on this point, we first define the notion of a Gibbs random field (GRF). 

To define a GRF, we restate the definition of a clique that was given in Chapter 2. 

Definition: A clique, denoted here by C, associated with the lattice L and the neighborhood 

system N of L is a subset of L such that either C consists of a single pixel or if i f C, j f C, 

and j .,. i. then j f N j • 
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In other words. a clique is either a single pixel or a set of pixels such that each element 

of the set is a neighbor of every other element of the seL 

For a nrst-order neighborhood system there are three different clique types as shown in 

Fig. S.2 (a). For a second-order neighborhood system there are ten different clique types as 

shown in Fig. S.2 (b). 

A Gibbs random neld. or a Gibbs distribution. is then of the form 

p(f) - Z-l exp (-U(f)} • 

where U(f), referred to as the energy function. is given by 

U(f) - L Ve(f) • 

C 

(5.4) 

(S.S) 

where the summation is taken over all cliques C in the neighborhood system. V df). the 

potential associated with the clique C. is a function that depends only on values fll such that 

the pixel locations k are in the clique associated with V df). and Z is the partition function 

given by 

Z - L exp (-U(f). 

r 

where the summation is taken over all possible configurations f. 

(5.6) 

As stated earlier. there exists a correspondence between GRF's and MRFs. This is a 

result of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem which has been proved by. among others. Besag 

(1974) and Spitzer (1971). Because of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem. if one wishes to 
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D CD 
Fig 5.2 (a) 

The three different clique types associated with the fmt-order neighborhood system. 

D B 

Fig. 5.2 (b) 
The ten different clique types associated with the second-order neighborhood system. 
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model an image as an MRF, Eq. (5.4) gives one a probability distribution for doing so. 

After one specifies a neighborhood system and a set of potentials, this distribution is 

completely specified. The Hammersley-Clifford theorem tel!:; u,; that if one wishes the 

probability measure defmed on S to have the Markov property stated in Eq. (5.3), then one 

is required to choose a Gibbs-type measure (i.e., one of the form given in EQ. (S.4». It 

should be noted that any configuration of points on a lattice can be viewed as an MRF if 

the neighborhood system is taken to be large enough. 

The use of entropy demonstrates one reason why GRPs are so prevalent in statistical 

mechanics for modeling lattice systems. Entropy provides an alternative justification 

(alternative to desiring the local characteristics to have the Markov property) for using 

GRPs as models. For any probability measure P(O, define the entropy s(P(O) to be 

S(p(f» - -I P(OIn(P(O) . 

f 

(5.7) 

One can interpret the entropy as the amount of uncertainty in an outcome, or an image in 

our context. In attempting to construct a prior distribution P(O, one is assigning a 

probability measure to a sample space S, i.e., assigning a probability measure to a set of 

outcomes that cannot be observed. Suppose, however, that instead of the actual outcomes of 

S, one had knowledge of the expected value of the energy, i.e., E,«U(O) - A. The Gibbs 

measure defined by Eq. (5.4) is then the measure that mayjrnjzes the entropy among all 

measures that have expected energy equal to A (Kindermann and SneD (1980». In other 

words, the Gibbs measure is the measure that has the greatest uncertainty (as measured by 

entropy) among all possible measures with given expected energy. 

This fact can be seen by introducing the concept of free energy of the measure P(O 

given by Eq. (5.4), where 



F(PCO) • -In(Z) , 
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(5.8) 

is defined to be the free energy, and Z is the partition function. A little algebra, with EQs. 

(5.7) and (5.8), shows that 

F(PCO) - E(U(O) - s(PCO) , (5.9) 

where the expectation is taken with respect to the measure p(f). Standard calculus 

techniques show that the Gibbs measure given by Eq. (5.4) minimizes the free energy 

F(p(O) given in Eq. (5.9). Equation (5.9) then implies that the Gibbs measure defined by 

Eq. (5.4) maximizes uncertainty as measured by entropy among all measures that have the 

same expectation. 

Markov Random Fields in Image Reconstruction and Restoration 

As stated earlier, MRF models have recently received considerable attention as a means 

of specifying prior probability distributions for use in image reconstruction and restoration. 

There are several reasons for this interest, some of which will be touched on in this section. 

Recall that any image can be represented as a realization from an MRF by introducing a 

large enough neighborhood system. For this reason, MRF models are extremely general, i.e., 

through proper specification of a neighborhood system and potentials, one can construct 

virtually any type of prior distribution. While strictly true, to be fair, this can be a far

from-trivial task in practice if one wishes to build complicated priors. Nonetheless, the use 

of an MRF model is hardly restrictive. 

The Markov property enjoyed by MRF models is particularly appealing. It has been 

suggested (Green (1990» that in the Bayesian world of image processing, local properties of 
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the prior distribution are the only portions of the prior that strongly affect the posterior 

distribution. This suggestion would seem to be true only for cases where H can be 

described as a compact blur function. If this loca1-property philosophy is adopted, however, 

then specifying the prior solely in terms of its Ioca1 characteristics should be sufficient for 

successful employment of MAP estimation techniques. It is much easier to build a prior 

distribution based only on the local characteristics than it is to build one that takes into 

account the global behavior. Using an MRF model and making use of the MRF-GRF 

equivalence allows one to specify a prior distribution based only on the local characteristics. 

We stated in Chapter 2 that a prior probability distribution P(O should have the property 

that a random sample drawn from P(O should exhibit properties that are known a priori to 

exist in the object being reconstructed or restored and therefore should bear some 

resemblance to the original object. If one uses a stationary MRF model, there is not much 

hope of satisfying the property that a random sample bear some resemblance to the original 

object. By stationary, it is meant that the probability that a specific f occurs is equal to the 

probability that the same f shifted by a fixed amount occurs. Virtually any class of objects 

that one reconstructs or restores would need to be modeled as a nonstationary random 

process for this property to hold. What is true of many objects, however, is that so-called 

regions of stationarity exist within the object, i.e., within certain regions of the object, 

stationarity is a reasonable assumption. By defining these regions of stationarity, one can 

construct prior distributions that represent the original object better than distributions 

constructed from stationary MRF's. In the next section, we shall demonstrate this by 

simulating stationary and nonstationary MRF's. 

While nonstationary MRFs will certainly yield samples that more closely resemble the 

original object (provided the regions of stationarity are judiciously chosen), this fact may 

not be of great importance when using MRF models in reconstruction and restoration 

problems. If one assumes that global properties of the prior do not greatly affect MAP 
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estimates, then the difference between using stationary and nonstationary MRF models for 

use in MAP estimation may not be substantial. 

Simulations of Markov Random Fields 

In this section, we shall simulate some Markov random fields and show the effect of 

modeling the image as a nonstationary MRF as opposed to a stationary MRF. The images 

that will be simulated will be assumed to be binary, i.e., each pixel can lake on one of only 

two distinct values. We shall consider two forms of potential functions in the simulations, 

each of which will be described oo~ow. 

Discrepant-Neighbor Potential 

The MRF that will be simulated here has the form 

P(f) - Z-l exp{-pD(f)} , (5.10) 

where Z is the partition function, P is a parameter, and D(f) is a function that counts the 

number of discrepant neighbors in the image. This particular model was discussed in 

Chapter 2 in relation to the work of Jennison and Jubb (1987). 

In order to generate a random sample drawn from the distribution given in EQ. (5.10), 

we must determine an expression for the conditional probabilities given by 

(5.1 I) 

k .. l, ... ,n. Using Bayes' rule and ruing k, one obtains 
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(5.12) 

where r denotes a conf'Jgwation that agrees with r everywhere except possibly at pixel k. 

Therefore, the number of terms in the denominator of the last expression in Eq. (5.12) is 

equal to the number of distinct values that the pixel k can take on. Note that the unwieldy 

partition function Z does not appear in Eq. (5.12). 

Before continuing, let us digress a bit and derive an expression for D(f) that shows the 

relationship between neighboring pixel values. Since we are assuming that the image is 

binary, we can always, without loss of generality, reparameterize the values of the pixels so 

that fj .. -lor fj - 1, i-I, ... ,n. Let M - (number of pairs (i,j) I if N j ), i.e., M is the total 

number of pairs of neighbors in the image. Then 

(5.13) 

But 

(5.14) 

and 
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M - t. L rirJ - t. L rirJ • (5.15) 

i-I j€Ni • i-I j€Ni • 

fi =fJ fi :#:lJ 

so that 

(5.16) 

Therefore. EQ. (5.10) can be rewritten as 

(5.17) 

where it is understood that the partition function in EQ. (5.17) is different from that in Eq. 

(5.10). 

Combining Eqs. (5.12) and (5.17) yields 
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(5.18) 

and 

The conditional probabilities given in EQs. (5.18) and (5.19) allow one to simulate an 

MRF modeled by Eq. (5.10) as follows. Starting with a random initial configuration, one 

rasters through the set of pixels. At each pixel the conditional probability given in Eq. 

(5.18) is computed. The value of the pixel is then set equal to I with probability equal to 

the computed value of Eq. (5.18) and is set equal to -I with probability equal to the 

computed value of Eq. (5.19). This process is repeated a number of times through the set of 

pixels. The resulting configuration is considered to be an approximation to a random sample 

drawn from the MRF given by EQ. (5.10). 

If one wishes to model a stationary MRF, then the same value of {J is used at every pixel 

location in the object, i.e., the probability of a given pixel taking on a certain value is 

independent of the location of the pixel. By varying the value of {J with respect to pixel 

location, one simulates a nonstationary MRF. Note that for the model given in EQ. (5.10), 
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positive values of ~ discourage discrepant neighbors to occur, while negative values of ~ 

encourage discrepant neighbors to occur. 

Shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.6 are simulations of stationary and nonstationary MRF's, 

respectively, from EQ. (5.10) with a second-order neighborbood system, for various values 

of~. Shown in Fig. 5.4 are some examples of objects that are being modeled by the MRF 

given in EQ. (5.10). Figure 5.5 shows the regions of stationarity that are used in the 

simulations of the nonstationary fields. 

The simulations shown in Figs. 5.3 indicate that the types of objects shown in Fig. 5.4 

cannot be modeled very accurately by a stationary MRF given by EQ. (5.10). This is not 

that surprising given that EQ. (5.10) is merely using the number of discrepant neighbors to 

describe the MRF. The objects shown in Fig. 5.4 only have discrepant neighbors along their 

borders and not in any other locations. If one is only using the number of discrepant 

neighbors in the image as a descriptor of the object with no regard to location of the 

discrepant neighbors. then it is not surprising that one does not obtain a simulation that 

looks much like the objects shown in Fig. 5.4. With certain values of the parameter ~, the 

simulations exhibit, however, the sort of behavior with respect to discrepant neighbors that 

the objects in Fig. 5.4 have. Namely, the simulations have a relatively small number of 

discrepant neighbors for values of ~ that are positive (the larger ~ is, the fewer discrepant 

neighbors). In order to localize the discrepant neighbors, however, one must model the 

objects as nonstationary MRFs. 

The simulations shown in Figs. 5.6 demonstrate the ability of a nonstationary MRF to 

localize the discrepant neighbors in an image by choosing appropriate values of ~ for the 

various regions of stationarity. The simulations in Figs. 5.6 would not be mistaken for one 

of the objects shown in Fig. 5.4 because, once again. the number of discrepant neighbors is 

all that is characterizing the MRF as opposed to something that encourages the pixels to take 

on one color or another. The simulations in Figs. 5.6 are clearly highly dependent on the 
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Fig. 5.3 (a) Fig. 5.3 (b) Fig. 5.3 (c) 
{3 = 0, D(f) = 5776 {3 = 0.2, D(f) = 4822 {3 = 0.4, D(f) = 1838 

Fig. 5.3 (d) Fig. 5.3 (e) Fig. 5.3 (f) 
{3 = 0.5, D(f) = 734 {3 = 0.8, D(f) = 24 {3 = -0.2, D(f) = 6282 

Fig. 5.3 (g) Fig. 5.3 (h) Fig. 5.3 (i) 
{3 = -0.6, D(f) = 7050 {3 = -I, D(f) = 7962 {3 = -2, D(f) = 8614 

Figs. 5.3 
Simulations of MRF's given by Eq. (5.10) with a second-order neighborhood system. All 
simulations are of stationary MRFs. The value of the parameter {3 is indicated for each 
simulation along with the number of discrepant neighbors D(f). The simulations are done 
on a 55 x 55 grid. 
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Fig. 5.4 
Some objects typical of the type being modeled by the MRF's in Figs. 5.3 and 5.6 - 5.8. 

, 

• 
Fig. 5.5 

The regions of stationarity used in simulating the nonstationary MRF's. 



Fig. 5.6 (a) 
PI = 2, P2 = 0.2 

P3 =- 2 

Fig. 5.6 (d) 
PI = 2, P2 = -I 

P3 = 2 

Fig. 5.6 (b) 
PI K 2, P2 - 0.4 

P3 - 2 

Fig. 5.6 (e) 
PI a -I, P2 .. 2 

P3 = -I 

Fig. 5.6 (g) 
PI - 2, P2 - 2 

P3 .. -I 

Figs. 5.6 

. , 
to •. • 

• 411 

" f' • ' 

':'" '~" '~'" 

Fig. 5.6 (c) 
PI = 2, P2 = 004 

P3 - 0.2 

Fig. 5.6 (f) 
PI :II: -I, P2 .. -I 

P3 = 2 
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Simulations of MRF's given by Eq. (5.10) with a second-order neighborhood. All 
simulations are of nonstationary MRF's. The value of the parameter P for each region of 
stationarity is given for each simulation. The regions of stationarity that are used are shown 
in Fig. SA. The value PI is used in the outermost region (the region correponding to the 
region colored black in Fig. 5.4), the value P2 is used in the region corresponding to the 
region colored gray in Fig. 5.4, and the value Pa is used in the innermost region (the region 
corresponding to the region colored white in Fig. SA). The simulations are done on a 
55 x 55 grid. 
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regions of stationarity that are used. 

Specified Clique-Type Potential 

The MRF simulated in this section bas the general form 

1)(0 • Z-l exp {a'T(O} • (S.20) 

where a is a vector of parameters. and T(O - (T1(0 •...• Tp(O). with 

(S.21) 

for izl •...• p and specified clique-patterns q. It is also assumed that the images to be 

modeled are binary and that the pixel values will be. without loss of generality. 

reparameterized so that fj - 0 or fj - I. i.I •...• n. Note that T 1 (f) counts the number of 

pixels in the image that have value I. while T2 (O is equal to the number of C2 cliques in 

which all pixels have value I. This form of MRF is therefore designed to encourage the 

occurrence of specified clique types. 

For simplicity. we shall consider here the situation T(O - (T1 (0. T2(0). where 

(S.22) 

and 
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(5.23) 

where C2 is a non-singleton clique (CI is the singleton clique). 

Therefore, the particular MRF considered here has the form 

(5.24) 

where Tl(f) and T2 (f) are given by Eqs. (5.22) and (5.23), respectively. 

Following the same steps performed for the discrepant-neighbor potential, one obtains 

for the specified clique-type potential 

(5.25) 

and 

(5.26) 

Using Eqs. (5.25) and (5.26), one simulates an MRF in the same manner as described for 

the discrepant-neighbor potential. If one uses the same value for the pair (aI' a,), 
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independent of pixel location, then a stationary MRF is produced. By varying (a1' ~) with 

respect to pixel location, one obtains a nonstationary MRF. 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show simulations of stationary and nonstationary MRF's, 

respectively, for the model given in Eq. (5.20) for various values of the parameter (a1' ~) 

and C2 corresponding to an (r x s)-rec1angle. Shown in Fig. 55 are the regions of 

stationarity used in the simulations of the nonstationary MRF's. 

The stationary MRFs shown in Figs. 5.7 show that the types of objects shown in Fig. 

5.4 cannot by accurately modeled by a stationary MRF given by Eq. (5.20). Figures 5.7 (d) 

and (f) demonstrate the ability to encourage the shape of cliques specified by C2 • 

The nonstationary MRF's shown in Figs. 5.8 do a reasonably good job of modeling 

objects of the type shown in Fig. S.4. These simulations are obviously highly dependent on 

the regions of stationarity used. The relationship between the parameters 01 and 02 for 

each region is by no means obvious. This difficulty makes the use of the MRF given by 

Eq. (5.20) in image reconstruction an arduous task. 
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Simulations of MRF's given by EQ. (5.20). All simulations are of stationary MRF's. The 
value of the parameter (al,aa) is indicated for each simulation along with the size of the 
rectangle corresponding to the C2 clique. The simulations are done on a 55 x 55 grid. 
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Simulations of MRF's given by Eq. (5.20). All simulations are of nonstationary MRF's. The 
values of the parameters (al' ~)2 are given for each simulation along with the size of the 
rectangle corresponding to the C2 clique. The regions of stationarity that are used are 
shown in Fig. 5.4. The first set of parameters is taken to be (al' a 2 h = (-5. -5) for all 
simulations and is used in the region corresponding to the black region in Fig. 5.4. the 
second set (aI' ~)3 is used in the region corresponding to the gray region in Fig. S.4, and 
the third set is taken to be (al.~)3 - (5. 5) (or all simulations and is used in the region 
corresponding to the white region in Fig. S.4. The simulations are done on a 55 x 55 grid. 
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CHAPTER 6 

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS OF RECONSTRUcnONS 

In this chapter, results of quantitiative comparisons of various reconstruction methods 

are given. Several methods were used, and each is explained below. The imaging system 

that was simulated is described, and the task performed by the human observer is defmed 

along with the objects that were reconstructed. We also describe the optimization 

procedures used to obtain the reconstructions and the reasons for choosing such procedures. 

Simulation of Coded-Aperture Imaging System 

A multiple-pinhole coded-aperture imaging system is a rather unconventional system 

that can be used in emission tomography as a means of collecting the data g. For a detailed 

discussion of the theory of coded-aperture systems, see Mertz and Young (1961), Dicke 

(1968), Barrett (1972), Rogers et al. (1972), and Barrett and Swindell (1981). In such a 

system, a photon that is emitted from object space can reach detector space only by passing 

through an opening that is placed in an aperture, where the aperture is located between 

object space and detector space. Physically, the aperture is constructed from a material such 

as lead with a high attenuation coefficient. The openings in the aperture can take on 

various forms, but for this work they will be modeled as pinholes. The size and location of 

the openings in the aperture constitutes what is known as the code of the aperture. The 

overall geometry of the system (the location and size of object space, the location and size of 

detector space, the location and code of the aperture, and the detector efficiency) 

determines the form of the matrix H. 

Once the system geometry has been specified, the matrix H is determined empirically as 

opposed to analytically. In the laboratory this is done by stepping a point source of 
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radiation through object space and recording the number of photon detections at each 

detector location. The point source steps through object space. stopping for a specified time 

at the locations that correspond to the locations of the pixels in the discretized version of the 

CO'ltinuous object that is to be reconstructed. Each detector counts the number of photons 

incident upon it so that the element Hu of H represents the number of emissions from the 

point source at the location corresponding to pixel j in the discretized object that are 

detected by detector element i. The number of emissions recorded at each detector pixel for 

each location of the point source is then multiplied by a factor that is derived from 

modeling some attenuating medium and considering the decay rate of the radioactive source. 

For the reconstructions obtained in this work, a multiple-pinhole coded-aperture 

imaging system and the associated H-matrix were simulated. The particular system that was 

simulated here was motivated by a cardiac imaging system designed and built by members 

of our research group (Roney (1989». One of the goals of the cardiac imager is first-pass 

tomography, a goal that is currently unattainable by any other imaging system being used in 

emission tomography. The difficulties involved with first-pass tomography have to do with 

the short period of time that data can be coUected and the small dose of radiation that a 

patient can endure. These difficulties manifest themselves in an extremely low number of 

photons that are actually detected at each detector element, a condition known as photon

starved, and Poisson noise becomes a serious problem when attempting to reconstruct. Of 

interest with respect to reconstruction in fIrst-pass studies is the reconstruction of the left 

ventricle of the heart, and detection of wall-motion abnormalities in the left ventricle is one 

task that is desired. 

A schematic of the system simulated for this work is shown in Fig. 6.1. The object 

space is indicated by the large square contained in the center of the system. The physical 

dimensions of the object space were taken to be 32.0 em. x 32.0 em. Shown in the upper

central region of the object space in Fig. 6.1 is a small square that represents the 
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Fig. 6.1 
A schematic of the multiple-pinhole coded-aperture imaging system that was simulated for 
this work. The larger square denotes object space, while the smaller square denotes the 
region of interest. The inner nonagon represents the coded aperture, while the outer 
nonagoo represents detector space. The locations of the pinholes are indicated on one side 
of the aperture. Each side of the aperture had the same code. 
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approximate region where the left ventricle would be located. A slice through the torso of a 

human would be contained within the entire object space. The physical dimensions of the 

smaller square, or region of interest, that is to surround the left ventricle were taken to be 

8.0 CDl. x 8.0 cm. The entire object space was discretized to a 221 x 221 set of pixels, and 

the region of interest was discretized to a 55 x 55 set of pixels. 

Surrounding the object space were two regular nonagons with one open side. The inner 

nonagon (the one closest to the object space) represents a multiple-pinhole coded aperture. 

Each side of the inner nonagon contained eight pinholes, the locations of which are 

indicated in the figure. The pinholes were modeled as 2.0 mm. x 2.0 mm. squares. The 

code of the aperture was taken to be a dilute uniformly redundant array (Wild (1983». 

The outer nonagan represents detector space. Each side of this regular nonagon was 

22.0 cm. and contained 128 detector, or resolution, elements. The distance from the center 

of object space to the aperture was taken to be 25.22 cm., and the distance from the center 

of object space to the detector was taken to be 30.22 cm. 

The H-matrix associated with the geometry described above was simulated. The 

geometry was designed by, and the simulation of H was performed by, John Aarsvold, using 

a software package developed in our group (Aarsvold (1990». This software is designed to 

mimic the situation found in the laboratory as accurately as possible. Each pixel in object 

space is subsampled by a 5 x S set of sub pixels (this is done to account for the fact that the 

point source in the laboratory is not truly a point source). Emissions based on a specified 

amount of radioactivity are projected from each subpixel of a given pixel through the 

pinholes (modeled as squares). The number of these emissions that are incident on the 

detector is recorded at each detector element. This number is used as the mean value of a 

Poisson random variable. A random number that is distributed as Poisson with the given 

mean is generated, thus simulating the effect of Poisson noise. The value of this Poisson 
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number of detector elements. 
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For the 221 x 221 discretized object in Fig. 6.1. and for the 8 x 128 detector elements of 

the system in Fig. 6.1. the H-matrix would have dimensions 1024 x 48841. In this work. 

however. we concerned ourselves only with the reconstruction of the left ventricle (or more 

accurately. a slice through the left ventricle). i.e .• the 55 x 55 discretized region of interest 

indicated by the smaller square in Fig. 6.1. The columns of the (1024 x 48841) H-matrix 

that correspond to the pixels of the 55 x 55 object were saved and the resulting 

(1024 x 3025) matrix was used as the H-matrix for reconstruction of the 55 x 55 region of 

interest. 

Two H-matrices were collected--one that contained noise and one that did not. The 

noise-free matrix was used to generate the data given a particular object. This was done by 

projecting the object with the H-matrix to obtain a number. at each detector element. that 

represents the mean value of a Poisson random variable. A Poisson random number was 

then generated using this mean, and this Poisson random number was used as the value of 

the data at the particular detector. The H-matrix that contained noise was then used to 

obtain the reconstructions. 

Definition of Task and Objects 

The task to be performed by the human observer in our study was to identify small 

protrusions in elliptical objects. The elliptical objects were to simulate a slice through the 

left ventricle of the heart. The protrusions were to simulate wall-motion abnormalities in 

the left ventricle. If the heart is functioning normally. we crudely assumed here that the 

end-systolic (fuUy contracted) stage of the left ventricle could be represented as a uniform 

contraction of the end-diastolic (fully expanded) stage. Our objects were to simulate a slice 
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through the end-systolic stage of the left ventricle where we assumed that a slice through 

the end-diastolic stage could be represented as a two-dimensional elliptical object. The 

abnormal class of objects contained elliptical objects with a Gaussian-shaped protrusion 

added to them (one protrusion per object), and the normal class contained elliptical objects 

without a protrusion added. The task of the human observer was to determine whether or 

not a reconstruction contained a protrusion, and if so, where it was located. The possible 

location of the protrusions was restricted to three well-deimed locations. 

The objects. both normal and abnormal, were taken to be binary, i.e., each pixel was 

constrained to take on one of two distinct values. This assumption is fairly robust in first

pass cardiac studies where a pixel either contains a uniform amount of the injected 

radiopharmaceutical or it contains none of the radiopharmaceutical at all. 

The objects that were used for obtaining the reconstructions were generated by 

expanding an ellipse in a Fourier series as a function of angle. The Fourier coefficients 

were then estimated given values for the major and minor axes of the ellipse, and the 

coefficients were randomly perturbed to give the boundary of an elliptical object. For an 

abnormal object. a Gaussian-shaped protrusion was added to the boundary to give the total 

boundary of an abnormal object. If the center of a pixel was contained within the boundary 

of an object, then that pixel took on a value of I, otherwise the pixel took on a value of O. 

We created 32 normal and 32 abnormal objects. A few examples of these are shown in 

Fig. 6.2. 

Choice of Optimization Procedure Used 

In this section, we shall describe the optimization procedures that were used to obtain 

the various reconstructions. Several procedures that are discussed in Chapter 3 were used on 

problems that are typical of the kind encountered in this dissertation. 
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Fig. 6.2 
Some examples of the objects used in the observer performance study. The upper three 
objects are normal, while the lower three are abnormal. Reading from left to right for the 
abnormal objects, the location of the protrusion is left, middle, and right, respectively. 
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The IllSt optimization problem was to muimiU! the likelihood function subject to a 

binary constraint. In other words. the solution to the optimi7lltion problem is ~ YLB. where 

(6.1) 

where fa. k-l •...• n is constrained to be one of two distinct values. If the data are noise-free. 

then because of the way that the data are generated. we know that a solution to the problem 

given in EQ. (6.1) is given by the original object. i.e .• the object that produced the data. 

There may be other objects that solve Eq. (6.1) in addition to the original because of null 

functions. but these objects would yield the same numerical value of the likelihood function 

as the original object. Therefore. we know the Dluimal value that the argument in Eq. (6.1) 

can attain. or. equivalently. the minimal value if the negative of the argument in Eq. (6.1) is 

considered. if the data are noise-free. 

We first assumed that the values that could be taken on by fa. k-l •...• n. were known 

exactly. By performing a simple Monte Carlo search with a random start. we found that the 

reconstruction obtained in this manner was nearly identical to the original object. and the 

value taken on by the negative of the argument of Eq. (6.1) was nearly equal to the known 

minimal value. The conjecture made by this observation was that the problem just 

described can be solved very adequately by descent-type algorithms (i.e .• algorithms that 

only accept configurations that decrease the quantity that is to be minimized) with random 

initialiDtions. While it may be true that the problem does have local minima. these local 

minima are apparently very close to a global minim~ and the use of the simulated 

annealing algorithm would therefore be severe overkill. The method of ICM applied to this 

problem would be identical to the Monte Carlo search except that the Monte Carlo search 

would address the pixels randomly as opposed to rastering through the space 
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deterministically as in ICM. 

We next assumed that the values that could be taken on by ft. k-I •...• n. were not known 

exactly. Performing a Monte Carlo search with a random start yielded a reconstruction that 

still reproduced the original object quite weD. and the value taken on by the negative of the 

argument of Eq. (6.1) was still close to the known minimal value. although the value was 

greater than that obtained when the permissible values for ft. k-I •...• n. were known exactly. 

Nonetheless. we concluded that even for this problem. descent-type algorithms with random 

initializations will solve the problem very weD. and the simulated annealing algorithm is 

therefore not a pragmatic procedure for solving the problem. 

The second optimization problem was to search for the MAP estimate of f given g 

where the prior distribution is given by an MRF whose potential counts the number of 

discrepant neighbors in the image. The solution to this problem is given by ~ MAP. where 

A 

f MAP - argmax 
f 

m 

TT exp {-(Hf)d {(Hf)d Ii 
(Sj)! 

(6.2) 

i-I 

where p is a parameter that discourages discrepant neighbors if positive. f)p k ... l •...• n. is 

again constrained to take on one of two distinct values. and df t. k .. I •...• n. are the 

reparameterized values of ft such that dft is either I or -I (see Chapter S). 

The object that was used to generate the data is of the type described in the previous 

section. We once again used noise-free data, but because of the term due to the prior. the 

object that produced the data is no longer necessarily a solution to Eq. (6.2) even if the data 

are noise-free. For this problem then. we do not know the minimal value that can be taken 

on by the negative of the argument in Eq. (6.2). 
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We implemented the simulated anrY:81io g algorithm with various cooling schedules, a 

Monte Carlo search with various initial approximations, and ICM with various initial 

approximations as procedures for approximating i YAP as given by Eq. (6.2). If judicious 

initializations were chosen (we shall describe some of these below), it was found that the 

Monte Carlo search and ICM did a better job of solving Eq. (6.2) than did simulated 

annealing with the various cooling schedules that we used. lbe initializations that were used 

for ICM and the Monte Carlo search were solutions to the problem of ma.ximizing the 

likelihood subject to a binary constraint. If ICM and the Monte Carlo search were 

initialized with random starts, then they performed very poorly. The conclusions drawn 

from these observations were that this problem could be solved adequately with descent-type 

algorithms provided one has access to a reasonable initialization. Quantification of 

reasonable in this context is certainly subject to debate, but we used a maximum likelihood

type solution (in this case, the object that maximized the likelihood subject to a binary 

constraint) as our initial approximation. If we did not have the luxury of having a decent 

initialization, e.g., if the initial approximation was random, then solving the problem given 

in Eq. (6.2) by descent-type algorithms did not perform well because a local minimum that 

was nowhere near a global minimum was often found. In this case, the simulated annealing 

algorithm, or a variant thereof, would be needed. 

We should stress at this point that the results of this section are only the results of a 

preliminary study. The results did indicate, however, that the local-minima structure of the 

types of optimization problems that concern us, coupled with the ability of obtaining 

reasonable initializations for use in descent-type algorithms, was not severe enough to 

warrant the use of the simulated annealing algorithm for solving these problems. We are 

certainly not claiming that the simulated annealing algorithm is useless or that it does not 

work for problems of our type. We are simply claiming that algorithms that are much easier 

to implement and less time-consuming are adequate for our purposes. By investigating the 
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simulated annealing a1&orithm more thoroughly to obtain more nearly optimal cooling 

schedules. we could no doubt do as well IS. if DOt better than, the descent-type algorithms 

that we used. For our problems. however. the computation time that would be required for 

such an improvement would hardly seem justirlllble. 

The optim.izJltion procedure most often used in this dissertation was a simple Monte 

Carlo search. (We say most often because the EM algorithm was also used.) If needed. 

maximum likelihood-type solutions (e.g .• the objects that mayirnizOO the likelihood subject 

to a binary constraint or objects obtained through using stopping rules with maximum 

likelihood algorithms) were used as initial approximations for use in the Monte Carlo search. 

This procedure is the type that Geman and McClure (1985) suggest. where they use a 

gradient-descent algorithm with an MLE as the initial approximation. 

Methods of Reconstruction 

In this section, the statistical methods that were used to obtain the reconstructions are 

described. Most of the methods that were used here are discussed in general in Chapter 2. 

This section will relate the specifics of each method and introduce any methods not 

discussed in Chapter 2. 

EM Algorithm on Likelihood Function 

Several reconstructions of each of the 64 objects were obtained by operating on the 

likelihood function p(g/O using the EM algorithm. Each reconstruction corresponds to a 

different value of the quantity deimed by 
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~ • ~ (8; -(HOI )2 
A~ L (HO • (6.3) 

. I 
1-1 

As stated in Chapter 2, Llacer and Vek1erov define an image to be weakly feasible if 

X2 ~ m, where m is the number of summands in Eq. (6.3) and is equal to the number of 

detector pixels. Since the imaging system that was simulated for this work contained 1024 

detector pixels, the Llacer-Veklerov defmition of weak feasibility implies that the EM 

algorithm should be stopped when X2 ~ 1024. For each of the objects, a reconstruction was 

obtained when X2 ~ 1024, X2 ~ 600, X2 - 575, and when the true MLE was approached (we 

took this point to be after 2000 iterations through the algorithm). The reason for the choices 

of X2 IE 600 and X2 ., 575 was that it seemed in many reconstructions there was a very 

noticeable difference in smoothness in reconstructions at these XL values. Nothing more 

than SUbjectivity led us to these choices, however. For each object, the initial image was 

one of uniform intensity, i.e .• fj - c, i-l •... ,n. where c is a constant. The X2 -values obtained 

after 2000 iterations varied Quite substantially from object to object. The point with respect 

to X2 -values at which the reconstructions began to "break up", i.e., the point at which the 

smoothness property that is desired in the fmal reconstruction began to be washed out by 

the noisy data, varied greatly from one object to another. This observation in itself would 

indicate that basing a stopping rule on XLvalues is fruitless. Moreover, the x2-value at 

which the reconstructions began to break up also varied substantia1ly from object to object 

depending on the total number of counts collected for each particular object. 

Figures 6.3 - 6.6 show three objects along with the reconstructions corresponding to 

x2 .. 1024, X2 - 600, X2 - 575. and after 2000 iterations through the EM algorithm, 

respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 6.3, the reconstructions that correspond to x2 - 1024 

are very smooth. It may appear that they are too smooth, however, as the protrusions in the 

far-left and far-right reconstructions are arguably washed out. The results from the 
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Fig. 6.3 
The top row contains three objects whose reconstructions were obtained through use of the 
EM algorithm. The bottom row contains these reconstructions, where each reconstruction 
corresponds to the point in the EM algorithm where X2 = 1024. The reconstruction of each 
object lies directly below the original. 
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Fig. 6.4 
The top row contains three objects whose reconstructions were obtained through use of the 
EM algorithm. The bottom row contains these reconstructions, where each reconstruction 
corresponds to the point in the EM algorithm where X2 = 600. The reconstruction of each 
object lies directly below the original. 
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Fig. 6.5 
The top row contains three objects whose reconstructions were obtained through use of the 
EM algorithm. The bottom row contains these reconstructions, where each reconstruction 
corresponds to the point in the EM algorithm where X2 ,., 575. The reconstruction of each 
object lies directly below the original. 
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Fig. 6.6 
The top row contains three objects whose reconstructions were obtained through use of the 
EM algorithm. The bottom row contains these reconstructions, where each reconstruction is 
obtained after 2000 iterations through the EM algorithm. The reconstruction of each object 
lies directly below the original. 
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observer performance study will quantify this subjective statement 

Figure 6.4 shows that the reconstructions at xl - 600 begin to break up somewhat It 

also appears, however, that the protrusion appearing in the reconstruction on the far right is 

more evident than in the corresponding reconstruction in Fig. 6.3. 

Figure 6.S shows that the reconstructions at xl - 575 are broken up even more than 

those in Fig. 6.4, although with respect to the classification of normal vs. abnormal, the 

difference between Figs. 6.4 and 6.S seems to be minimal Once again, the results of the 

observer performance study will quantify this subjective statement. 

Figure 6.6 shows that after 2000 iterations through the algorithm, the smoothness 

property has deteriorated enormously. Identification of the protrusion in the far-right 

reconstruction appears to still be possible, however. 

Monte Carlo Search on Likelihood Function 

The reconstructions obtained in this section were obtained by operating on the likelihood 

p(glf) using a Monte Carlo search routine. For each object, several reconstructions were 

obtained. We attempted to obtain a set of reconstructions for each object that corresponded 

to the same set obtained from the EM algorithm (i.e., Xl ~ 1024, Xl ~ 600, X, ~ 57S, and 

when the true MLE was approached), but not every object yielded a reconstruction that 

attained a X2 -value as low as 600. The time that would be required to obtain such a 

reconstruction for each object would be prohibitive. We therefore attempted 150,000 

perturbations for each object before stopping the algorithm. Each object then had two 

reconstructions associated with it--one at which Xl - 1024, and one after 150,000 

perturbations. The initial image in each case was the same as that used in the EM 

algorithm. 

The same observation with respect to varying values of Xl for the EM algorithm holds 

for the Monte Carlo search. 
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Figure 6.7 shows reconstructions obtained by the Monte Carlo search with x:' • 1024. 

These reconstructions are not nearly as smooth as the reconstructions obtained from the EM 

algorithm with X' - 1024. Figure 6.8 contains reconstructions where, reading left to right, 

X' - 625, X, - 680, ;(' - 575. These three reconstructions do not appear to be a great deal 

different than those in Fig. 6.7, but once again, the results from the observer performance 

study will determine whether or not the performance of the human differs. 

Maximizing the Likelihood Subject to a Binary Constraint 

Here, it was assumed that the object was binary, i.e., each pixel could take on only one 

of two distinct values, say 0 or b. The value of b was assumed to be known. Among all 

binary objects, the one that maximized the likelihood was then obtained. A Monte Carlo 

search was used to find this object. The initial approximation used in the Monte Carlo 

search was an object consisting of pixels that had a probability of 0.5 of having the value 0 

and a probability of 0.5 of having the value b. 

Figure 6.9 shows reconstructions obtained by this method. Other than some isolated, 

misclassified pixels, these reconstructions appear to be quite good representations of the 

originals. 

MAP Estimates with Various Priors 

In this section, we approximated the MAP estimate of f given I using several different 

prior distibutions P(O. In what follows, the various priors will be dermed, and the method 

used to approximate ~ ML will be given in each case . 

• MRF with Discrepant-Neighbor Potential 

The fonn of the prior distribution used here is given as 
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Fig. 6.7 
The top row contains three objects whose reconstructions were obtained through use of the 
Monte Carlo search routine. The bottom row contains these reconstructions, where each 
reconstruction corresponds to the point in the Monte Carlo search routine where X2 = 1024. 
The reconstruction of each object lies directly below the original. 
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Fig. 6.8 
The top row contains three objects whose reconstructions were obtained through use of the 
Monte Carlo search routine. The bottom row contains these reconstructions, where each 
reconstruction is obtained after 150,000 attempted perturbations. The XL values for the 
reconstructions are, reading from left to right, X2 - 625, X2 ... 680, and X2 = 575. The 
reconstruction of each object lies directly below the original. 
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Fig. 6.9 
The top row contains three objects whose reconstructions were obtained by maximizing the 
likelihood subject to a binary constraint. The bottom row contains these reconstructions, 
where the reconstruction of each object lies directly below the original. 
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(6.4) 

where Z is the partition function, fJ is • parameter, and D(f) counts the number of 

discrepant neighbors in r (see Chapter 2 and earlier section of this chapter on choice of 

optimization procedures). We used two different.neighborhood systems associated with 

Eq. (6.4). The first was a second-order system, i.e., a (3 x 3)-square. The second 

neighborhood system was an expansion of the (3 x 3)-square to a (5 x 5)-square. 

The parameter fJ was not estimated in any systematic way except to decide on its value 

through trial and error. The same value was used for all 64 objects. This may seem like an 

unsatisfactory approach, but the results obtained in this manner appeared to be as 

satisfactory as the results obtained by systematically estimating fJ (we stress here that time 

precluded us from performing a quantitative comparison of estimating fJ systematically and 

through trial and error; therefore the previous statement about the trial-and-error approach 

being as satisfactory is entirely subjective). 

The method used to estimate f MAP was a Monte Carlo search initialized with a 

reconstruction obtained from the method that maximizes the likelihood subject to a binary 

constraint. 

Figure 6.10 shows the results using the (3 x 3)-square as a neighborhood system. The 

isolated pixels that persisted in Fig. 6.8 are eliminated through the use of the MRF. These 

reconstructions appear to be very good representations of the originals. 

Figure 6.11 contains the reconstructions from the neighborhood system defined by the 

(S x 5)-square. These appear to be very similar to the reconstructions in Fig. 6.10, although 

the borders in the reconstructions in Fig. 6.l1 seem to be a bit less jagged than those in Fig. 

6.10. 
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Fig. 6.10 
The top row contains three objects whose reconstructions were obtained by approximating 
the MAP estimate with a prior obtained through an MRF model. The MRF model used a 
discrepant-neighbor potential with a second-order neighborhood system (i.e., a 
(3 x 3)-square) and is given by Eq. (6.4). The value of p used was 0.5. The reconstruction 
of each object lies directly below the original. 
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Fig. 6.11 
The top row contains three objects whose reconstructions were obtained by approximating 
the MAP estimate with a prior obtained through an MRF model. The MRF model used a 
discrepant-neighbor potential with a (5 x 5)-square as a neighborhood system and is given 
by Eq. (6.4). The value of f3 used was 0.2. The reconstruction of each object lies directly 
below the original. 
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• MRF with Specif'Jed-Oique Potential 

The form of P(f) used here is given by 

(6.S) 

where Z is the partition function, 01' a, are parameters, and T1(f), TJ(f) are given by 

(6.6) 

and 

(6.7) 

respectively, where n is the number of pixels in the image, and C2 is a specified clique type 

(see Chapter 2). Note that the neighborhood system is implicitly defined by the 

specification of the clique C2 • 

We have not included these reconstructions here, nor in the observer performance study. 

The relationship between the parameters 01 and a, is far from trivial to determine. The 

type of potential given by EQ. (6.5) may in fact prove to be useful, but we have not yet 

been able to obtain any reconstructions that are very satisfactory. 
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• MRF with Geman-McClure Potential 

The prior used here is identical in form to the one used by Geman and McClure (1985), 

i.e., 

P(f) - Z-l exp {-fJ L ~f.-ft) - fJ L ~f.-ft)}, 
[5, t] (5, t) 

(6.8) 

where Z is the partition function, fJ is a parameter, [5, tl and (s, t) denote vertically or 

horizontally adjacent pixels and diagonally adjacent pixels. respectively. and 

~r)- _--=1- (6.9) 

where 6 is a parameter (see Chapter 2). 

Unlike what was done by Geman and McClure, we selected both parameters {J and 6 

subjectively (Geman and McClure estimated {J and selected 6 subjectively). 

The method used to estimate fMAP was a Monte Carlo search initialized with a uniform 

object. i.e., an object such that fj - c, where c is a constant. for i-I •...• n. 

Figure 6.12 shows some reconstructions obtained by this method. They appear to be 

smoother than those in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8, indicating that the goal of the MRF (i.e .• encourage 

adjacent pixels to behave similarly) is accomplished. Whether or not the performance of the 

human with respect to the specified task is improved will be determined through the 

observer performance study, however. 
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Fig. 6.12 
The top row contains three objects whose reconstructions were obtained by approximating 
the MAP estimate with a prior obtained through an MRF model. The MRF model used a 
Geman-McClure potential and is given by Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9). The value of {3 used was 
10.0 and the value of S used was 2.0. The reconstruction of each object lies directly below 
the original. 
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• MRF with Quadratic Potential 

The prior used here takes on the form 

P(O - Z-l exp {-fJ L (f. -f,)2 }. 

(s. t) 

(6.10) 

where Z is the partition function. (s. t) denotes a set of pixels that are defined to be 

neighbors and fJ is a parameter. The neighborhood system used was a (3 x 3)-square. The 

value of the parameter fJ was chosen subjectively. 

The method used to estimate fMAP was a Monte Carlo search initialized with a uniform 

object. i.e .• an object such that fj - c. where c is a constant. for i-I •...• n. 

Figure 6.13 shows some of these reconstructions. Visually. the borders of the 

reconstructions in Fig. 6.13 appear to be smoother than those in Fig. 6.12. which is 

consistent with one's intuition as to what the different potentials (Geman-McClure vs. 

quadratic) should do . 

• Maximum Entropy Prior 

The prior used here is from the maximum entropy formalism. Specifically. 

(6.1 1) 

where Z is the partition function and Q is a parameter. The parameter Q was chosen 

subjectively. A Monte Carlo search was used to estimate fMAP • Since the posterior p(flg) 

is convex. we were able to initialize the search with an object of uniform intensity. 
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Fig. 6.13 
The top row contains three objects whose reconstructions were obtained by approximating 
the MAP estimate with a prior obtained through an MRF model. The MRF model used a 
quadratic potential with a second-order neighborhood system and is given by Eq. (6.10). 
The value of f3 used was 3.5. The reconstruction of each object lies directly below the 
original. 
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Figure 6.14 shows some of the reconstructions obtained with the maximum entropy 

prior. They do not seem to be a great deal smoother than those in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8. but by 

increasing the value of the parameter a. the reconstructions would become smoother. We 

chose the value of Q subjectively with the goal of making the protrusions in the abnormal 

objects as evident as possible. 

Minimum-Norm Constraint 

In this section. the likelihood p(gln was maximized subject to the minimum-norm 

constraint. In other words. the quantity 

(6.12) 

was maximized. where Q is a parameter that was chosen subjectively. A Monte Carlo search 

was used to estimate the solution to maximizing Eq. (6.12). Since the function to be 

maximized is convex. we were able to initialize the search with an object of uniform 

intensity. 

Figure 6.15 shows a few minimum-norm reconstructions. They appear to be smoother 

than those in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8. 

The Observer Performance Study 

We used 64 objects. 32 normal and 32 abnormal, in the observer performance study. 

Each of the 64 objects was reconstructed by each method described in the previous section, 

and the generation of the objects and the task of the observer were discussed in another 

section. We used 10 observers in the study. Each observer was trained before actually 

performing the study. This training was carried out in two stages. 
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Fig. 6.14 
The top row contains three objects whose reconstructions were obtained by approximating 
the MAP estimate with a maximum-entropy prior, given by Eq. (6.11). The value of Q used 
was 1.0. The reconstruction of each object lies directly below the original. 
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Fig.6.1S 
The top row contains three objects whose reconstructions were obtained by enforcing the 
minimum-norm constraint, i.e., by maximizing EQ. (6.12). The value of Q used was 2.0. 
The reconstruction of each object lies directly below the original. 
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In the IlI'St stage of the training, each observer was instructed as to what constituted 

normal and abnormal. They were then shown a group of normal and abnormal objects (not 

reconstructions), one at a time, and were asked to classify each object as normal or 

abnormal. The reason for performing this IlI'St stage was to eHrninate any ambiguity that 

the observer might have concerning the classulCation of the objects to be reconstructed. 

In the second stage of the training, each observer was shown reconstructions of several 

normal and abnormal objects, obtained by each of the methods described in the previous 

section. They rated each reconstruction according to the six-point rating scale discussed in 

Chapter 4. If the observer responded with an answer that indicated that they felt a 

protrusion existed, they then gave a location (left, middle, or right) corresponding to where 

they believed the protrusion existed. After rating each reconstruction, the observer was 

shown the reconstruction in conjunction with the original object SO they could determine the 

accuracy of their rating. This also enabled the observer to see what the "perfect" 

reconstruction would look like relative to the actual reconstruction. This second stage of 

training was carried out until the performance of each observer stabilized. 

Once the training was completed, each observer ran the study. The reconstructions of 

the 64 objects obtained by the various methods were shown to the observer in a random 

order, and responses based on the six-point rating scale and location were given. At the 

completion of the study, the data from each observer was analyzed and the index AUC was 

computed for each method of reconstruction. These results are given and discussed in the 

foUowing section. 

Results of the Observer Performance Study and Figures of Merit 

In this section, we shall present and discuss the results obtained from the observer 

performance studies along with the results obtained by using the FOM's given by EQs. (4.16) 
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and (4.17), i.e., J4 and J5 • 

Table 6.1 contains the values of the performance index AUe for each reconstruction 

method along with values of the FOM's J4 and J5 • The values reported for AUe were 

obtained by taking the average across all 10 observers of each AUe for each method. 

The 13 methods listed in Table 6.1 are listed in the order of highest to lowest value of 

AUe. As stated in Chapter 4, however, one is interested in whether or not a statistically 

significant difference exists between selected pairs of methods. In order to check each 

possible pair of the 13 methods for a statistically significant difference, a total of 78 pairs 

would need to be analyzed. Since this is a rather unmanageable number, we checked only a 

selected number of the possible 78 pairs. These comparisons are listed in Table 6.2 where 

the methods comprising each pair are listed along with the p-vaIue associated with the null 

hypothesis (i.e., the smallest level of significance at which the null hypothesis can be 

rejected) that no difference between the two methods exists. The statistical test that was 

used to test this hypothesis is discussed in ehapter 4. 

Examination of Table 6.1 indicates that the use of the FOM's J4 and J6 would be 

worthless as far as predicting the performance of the human observer. The values of both 

FOM's oscillate as Ave runs from higher to lower values, indicating a lack of correlation 

with the performance of the human observer. 

Examination of Tables 6.1 and 6.2 shows that for the experimental setup that was used 

for this study, a few methods were superior to most of the others. Namely, the two methods 

with MRF priors described by a discrepant-neighbor potential with a (3 x 3)-neighborhood 

system and a discrepant-neighbor potential with a (5 x 5)-neighborhood system were 

virtually indistinguishable, and they each outperformed most other methods. Moreover, the 

EM algorithm with r - 600 and x.2 - 57S performed virtually Jte same while 

outperforming most every other method. These four methods would appear to be the best, 

with perhaps the method that maximizes the likelihood subject to a binary constraint being 
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Reconstruction Method AUC J4 J, 

Discrepant-Neighbor 0.865 1.953 x 10-2 0.872 
MRF, (5xS}-square 

Discrepant-Neighbor 0.864 1.956 x 10-2 1.014 
MRF, (3x3}-square 

EM, X2 "" 575 0.839 2.065 x 10-2 0.549 

EM, X2 "" 600 0.832 1.859 x 10-2 1.390 

Binary MLE 0.821 1.956 x 10-2 2.422 

MLE via EM 0.774 1.789 x 10-2 1.423 

Geman-McClure MRF 0.762 1.760 x 10-2 3.318 

Monte Carlo search, 0.758 1.864 x 10-2 3.433 
150,000 perturbations 

EM, X2 - 1024 0.745 1.741 x 10-2 1.604 

Monte Carlo search, 0.744 1.859 x 10-2 2.501 
X2 "" 1024 

Quadratic MRF 0.743 2.001 x 10-2 3.879 

Minimum-Norm 0.725 1.320 x 10-2 4.703 

Maximum Entropy 0.711 1.317 x 10-2 2.797 

Table 6.1 
Values for the performance index AUC and the FOM's J4 and J6 • 
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Reconstruction Methods Being Compared p-value 

EM: X2 - 1024 vs. MLE 0.62 

EM: X2 - 1024 vs. X2 - 600 0.17 

EM: x2 - 600 vs. x2 - S7S 0.89 

EM: x2 .. 600 vs. MLE 0.23 

Monte Carlo: x2 - 1024 vs. ISO,OOO perturbations 0.81 

EM, X2 = 1024 vs. Monte Carlo, X2 '" 1024 0.97 

Binary MLE vs. (3x3)-neighborhood MRF 0.09 

(3x3)-neighborhood MRF vs. (Sx5)-neighborhood MRF 0.98 

Geman-McClure MRF vs. Quadratic MRF 0.65 

Minimum Norm vs. Maximum Entropy 0.83 

Minimum Norm vs. Monte Carlo, 150,000 perturbations 0.47 

Maximum Entropy vs. Monte Carlo, I SO,OOO perturbations 0.07 

(3x3)-neighborhood MRF vs. EM, x2 - 600 0.54 

Geman-McClure MRF vs. Monte Carlo. ISO.OOO pens. 0.86 

Tabie 6.2 
Statistical significance of difference between selected pairs of AUC's. 
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close behind. 

One comparsion that is of interest is x' - 1024 via the EM algorithm vs. MLE via the 

EM algorithm. The p-value for testing the signif'lCaDce of the difference between the 

AUe's for these two methods is 0.62, showing that in this experiment, there was no 

noticeable difference between these two methods. This observation is in stark contrast to 

what has been claimed by Llacer and Veklerov. 

Other interesting comparisons show that there was not a statistically significant 

difference between the MAP estimates with MRF priors defmed by the Geman-McClure 

potential and the quadratic potential, nor was there between the minimum-nonn constraint 

and the MAP estimates with a maximum entropy prior. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESfIONS FOR FURTHER WORK. 

The goal of this dissertation was to quantitatively compare various statistical methods of 

image reconstruction with respect to a speciiJed task to be performed by a human observer. 

The results from these quantitative comparisons allowed us to crown a certain method (or 

more accurately, a group of methods) as the best reconstruction method for the task at hand. 

It should be emphasized at this point that the results must be viewed with the understanding 

that they are valid only for the particular experimental setup that was used to obtain the 

various reconstructions, i.e., the objects that were reconstructed, the imaging system that was 

simulated, the parameters that were used in the various reconstruction schemes, and the task 

to be performed by the observers are all factors that could potentially affect the results 

obtained through the ROC analysis. 

With this understanding in mind, we found that the methods that made use of the prior 

knowledge that the objects were binary and did not have a large number of discrepant 

neighbors performed very well. The use of the EM algorithm stopped at the points where 

X2 .. 600 and X2 - 575 performed very weD also. The observations concerning the EM 

algorithm with stopping rules based on X2 -values are particularly interesting since they do 

not agree with the stance taken by Llacer and Veklerov. As stated above, however, these 

observations hold only for the experimental setup that was used in the study reported in this 

dissertation. If the objects to be reconstructed had more internal structure, and the task to 

be performed by the human involved some sort of identification of this structure, the 

artifacts due to the Poisson noise that appear in the MLE's could be very detrimental to the 

performance of the human. This was not the case for the objects reconstructed and the task 

performed in this dissertation, however. This fact should illustrate the importance of the 

consideration of what information is being sought from the reconstructions. The choice of a 
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reconstruction method may vary greatly from one application to another, depending on what 

information one is seeking from the reconstructions. 

The results from this dissertation also demonstrated that, in this study, the more prior 

information (accurate prior information, that is) that was available and incorporated into the 

reconsr:uction, generally the better was the performance of the human. This may seem 

obvious, but nothing guarantees that it will always hold true. 

For the study done in this dissertation, it was also seen that there was not much of a 

difference between a number of different methods of reconstruction. For example, no 

difference was exhibited between the MAP estimates with MRF models defined by the 

Geman-McClure potential and the quadratic potential, nor was a difference observed 

between reconstructions obtained through the use of the minimum-norm constraint and the 

use of a maximum entropy prior. Moreover, this study indicated that several methods did 

not perform as well as the MLE. One often sees in the literature that the MLE is very noisy 

and is therefore inferior to reconstructions that reduce these noise artifacts (this claim is, in 

fact, even stated at some point in this dissertation!). As shown in this study, however, the 

inferiority of the MLE does not always hold. As stated before, though, one must bear in 

mind that this observation could be strongly dependent on the task to be performed by the 

human and the objects that are being reconstructed, thereby lending even more credence to 

the claim that the choice of a reconstruction method must take into account what is being 

sought from the reconstructions and what type of objects are being reconstructed. 

Suggestions for Further Work 

The results of the calculation of the FOM's I, and 16 and their comparison with the 

performance index AUC were rather disappointing. The lack of a strong correlation 

between the FOM's and AUC demonstrated that these FOM's cannot be considered as 
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suitable alternatives to ROC analysis. The investigation into other possible FOM's to use for 

this purpose is therefore of great interest In particular, a computationally feasible method 

of calculating the IITC is desirable. If a method of calculating (or more accurately, 

approximating, since this is usually the best that one can hope for) the IITC were available, 

then further investigation into its prediction of the performance of a human observer must 

also be performed. 

With l'e$pect to studies concerning rust-pass tomography, it might be of interest to 

perform a study that would indicate how many counts in detector space one could collect 

and still obtain reconstructions that would allow acceptable performance by the human. In 

order for such a study to have any clinical relevance, a realistic mathematical model of the 

ventricle must be developed, and the task to be performed by the human would need to 

resemble what is done in the clinic. 

The investigation into other prior densities is always of interest as is any other alternate 

method of reconstruction. We suggested in Chapter S that the use of nonstationary MRF 

models might yield more accurate descriptions of the class of objects being reconstructed. 

While the MRF simulations shown in Chapter S indicate that this may be the case, we have 

been unable as of yet to obtain reconstructions that are satisfactory using these models. 

Further investigation into this topic may prove fruitful. Also of interest with respect to 

MRF models is further investigation into more complicated neighborhood systems. All the 

systems used in this work were quite simple and did not yield substantial differences among 

reconstructions. A more thorough treatment of the question of neighborhood systems would 

be of interest, however. 

A systematic means of specifying the value of any parameters involved in a 

reconstruction method is desirable. The merits of any particular scheme, be it some 

estimation procedure or simply trial and error. should be judged with respect to the 

performance of an observer for a specified task. Specif'lcation of such an ·optimal· value 
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would seem to be a difilcult problem. 

Finally, further investigation into methods of optir.lj73tion are needed. Even though we 

examined several test problems that were typical of the type encountered in this dissertation, 

there was nothing that rigorously demonstrated that we were doing a 8000 job of 

approximating a global minimum for all the functions under consideration. 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIV A nON OF THE LIKELIHOOD EQUA nON FOR EXPONENTIAL FAMILIES 

In this Appendix, we shall derive the form of the likelihood equation for exponential 

families. This particular form is used in Chapter 2 in the discussion of the EM algorithm 

for exponential families (Eq. (2.14» and in the discussion of the estimation of a parameter 

in a Markov random field (the work of Geman and McClure (1987), Eq. (2.56». We shall 

derive the form of the likelihood equation for the case of a single parameter. The case of 

many parameters is an extension of the single parameter case and can be obtained with the 

use of vector calculus. These results can also be found in Bickel and Doksum (1977). 

Let the density of the random variable X be given as 

p(x/8) _ hex) expfc(8)t(x)} 
a(8) , (A.l) 

where 8 is the parameter to be estimated, t(x) is the sufficient statistic for the parameter 8, 

and a(8) is a normalizing constant given by 

a(8) - I hex) exp{c(8)t(x)} dx , (A.2) 

where the integration is taken over the SMlple space of the random variable X. Taking the 

logarithm of Eq. (A.l) yields 

log(p(x/8» - log(h(x» + c(6)t(x) - 1og(a(8» , (A.3) 

where we have used log( . ) to denote the natural logarithm of 
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The likelihood equation is obtained by differentiating Eq. (A.3) with respect to I and 

setting the result equal to zero. This yields 

c'(I)t(x) - ~:1- 0 , (A.4) 

where the notation' is shorthand for :a . 
Equation (A.2) shows that the expression ~:1 is given by 

(A.S) 

where we have assumed that the differentiation can be performed under the integral sign. 

(This assumption is always valid for exponential families if h(x) is an integrable function 

(Lehmann (I983».) 

Combining Eqs. (A.4) and (A.S) then yields 

(A.6) 

where E( . ) denotes the expectation of . with respect to the random variable X. 

Therefore, Eq. (A.6) becomes 

t(x) - E(t(X)/9) , (A.7) 

i.e., the likelihood equation for an exponential family with a single parameter is given by 

Eq. (A.7). It is important to understand that in Eq. (A.7), t(x). given on the left-hand side 

of the equation. is the value of the sufficient statistic t(X) that is observed. i.e., a function 

of the data. 
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If EQ. (A.7) can be solved. then we know that the solution is indeed the MLE'14 of' 

A 

because of the convexity of exponential families (Lehmann (1986». The MLE'14 is given 

as the solution to 

(A.8) 

As stated at the beginning of this Appendix. the corresponding result for many 

parameters is an extension of the result derived here and is obtainable through the use of 

vector calculus. 
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PROOF OF EQUATION (2.32) 

Fact If X - Poisson(a), Y - Poisson(b), and X and Yare independent, then 

Proof: 

E(XIX+ Y • X+Y • Q). (X+yb)a . 
a+ 

Q 

E(XIX+Y .. X+Y" Q) E L x P(X - xIX+Y - Q) 

x-o 

Q 

_ "\' x p(X+y. Qlx - x) P(X - x) 
L p(X+Y - Q) 
x-o 

Since X - Poisson(a), Y - Poisson(b), and X and Y are independent, it holds that 

X+Y - Poisson(a+b). Moreover, p(X+Y - QIX. x) - p(y .. Y - Q-x) so that 

E(Xlx+Y - x+y· Q) • t x 

x-o 

-b bar-x -& x e e a 
(Q-x)! XI 
e-(&+b) (a+bt 

Q! 

(X+y)a 
a+b 

17S 

(B.I) 

(B.2) 
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where the last step is a result of recognizing that the last sum in Eq. (B.2) is the expected 

value of a random variable whose distribution is Binomial(n,p) with n - a and p - a
b

. 
a+ 

Therefore, Eq. (B.I) has been proven, and Eq. (2.32) follows from Eq. (B.I) by induction. 
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DERIV A nON OF AN EQun.mRIUM CHECK. IN TERMS OF A 
STA nsnCAL HYPOTHESIS TEST 
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In this Appendix, we shall develop a check for equilibrium that can be used in the 

simulated annealing algorithm. The check is formulated in terms of a statsiticaI hypothesis 

test by making use of a modified version of the usuaIsign test The equilibrium test that is 

presented in this Appendix was motivated by a statement made in Chapter 3. It was stated 

there that a consequence of the detailed balance equation given in Eq. (3.7) is that in 

equilibrium the expected value of the change in energy between successive configurations 

must equal zero. This consequence will be tested using a statistical hypothesis test. 

Let (~E)i~+1 • Ei+l - Ej be the difference in energy between two successive 

configurations. Associated with the sequence of estimates of fmin' i.e., the Markov chain, is 

then a sequence of (~E)i~+l values, i.e., a function of the Markov chain. This sequence of 

values can be used to test the hypothesis that the expected value of the change in ~E is 

zero. The equilibrium check of Smith et al. essentially uses the sign test to test this 

hypothesis. By explicitly using the sign test, however, one can use standard statistical 

procedures to obtain a threshold given a significance level instead of arbitrarily setting a 

threshold. The problem with interpreting the equilibrium check of Smith et aI. as an 

application of the sign test, however, is that a key assumption needed to apply the sign test 

does not hold. Namely, the sample of (~)I,i+l values from which the hypothesis is being 

tested is not independent. Thic; would decrease the power of the sign test and could result in 

accepting the hypothesis under consideration when it should not actually be accepted. In 

order to apply the sign test as a means of checking for equilibrium in our case, it is 

necessary to modify the usual sign test in a manner that takes the dependence of the 

(~E)i~+l values into account. 
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If the deviations from the assumption of independence of the sample can be described 

in terms of mixing conditions. the concept of which is described below. Falk and Kohne 

(1984) suggest a method that yields a modiilCation of the usual sign test that is robust 

against departures from independence. 

Definition: For a sequence of random variables ZI' ~ •••.• let fin be a number such that 

IP(AB) - P(A)P(B)I :!!i "'n (c. I) 

for A E o(ZI' ...• Zk)' BE o(Zk+n' Zk+n+l' ... ) and k ~ 1. n ~ 1. where o(ZI' ...• Zk) and 

o(Zk+n' Zk+n+l' ... ) are the u-fields generated by (ZI' ...• Zk) and (Zk+n' Zk+n+l' ... ) 

respectively. If,pn - 0 as n - 00. then the sequence (Zj) is said to be "'-mixing. 

This definition says that if a sequence of random variables is fI-mixing. then the 

dependence of the value of one random variable on the value of another random variable in 

the sequence tends towards zero as the separation between the two random variables 

increases. i.e .• Zk and Zk+D are approximately independent for large n. 

We shall use the above definition of mixing conditions in this Appendix to develvp the 

modified version of the sign test. The modified version of the test can then be used to 

check for equilibrium since the test does not require an independent sample. Recall that the 

sample used in the equilibrium check of Smith et al. is not independent, hence the usual sign 

test is not applicable. To develop the version of the sign test that is robust against 

departures from independence under mixing conditions. we shall llTSt review the usual sign 

test for independent samples. 

Suppose that an independent. identically distributed (i.i.d.) sample of random variables 
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(~) exists and that ~ - F, where F is lOme unknown distribution function. The usual sign 

test for testing the hypothesis 110: med(F} - ° \IS. HI: med(F} '# 0, where med(F) denotes 

the median of the distribution function F, is then as follows. Consider the test statistic 

where 

_t o, ifZj<O 
rj 

l.if~>O 

where n is the sample size. The Central Limit Theorem says 

~- S ~ ) N(O, I , 
Var(S) 

where ~ denotes convergence in distribution. N(O,I) denotes the standard normal 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

distribution, and E(S) and Var{S) denote the expectation and variance. respectively. of S. 

Under 110. each rj is a Bernoulli trial with p - 1/2. The rj are independent so that 

E(S) - n/2 and Var{S) - n/4. Equation (C.4) then simplifies to 

T 2S-n ~ 
& -rn- - N{O, 1) • (C.S) 

Standard statistical techniques reject the hypothesis that med(F) - 0 if T > Ka , where Ka is 

a constant that is based on a given significance level Q. 
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If the {~} are not mutually independent, the Central Limit Theorem used to obtain Eq. 

(C.4) is not applicable. Billingsley (1979) proves the following functional Central Limit 

Theorem for mixing processes. This theorem will be used to obtain the version of the sign 

test that is robust against departures from independence under mixing conditions. 

Theorem (C.I): Suppose that Zl'~'''' is S1ationary and jl-mixing with L ,,:'/2 < 00 and 

2 
that E(ZI) - 0 and E(ZI ) < 00. If ~ - Zl + ~ + •.. + Zn. then 

If (J > 0, then 

00 

-+ u2 .. E(Z:) + 2 L E(ZlZl+k) . 

k-I 

~ ~ N(O,I). 

n 

(C.6) 

(C.7) 

Theorem (C.l) can be used to obtain asymptotic normality of the test statistic T given in 

Eq. (C.S). Namely. 

T (jJ 
2u -+ N(O, 1) , (C.S) 

where u is given by Eq. (C.6). 

In order to use Eq. (C.8) as the test statistic for the sign test under mixing conditions, 

one must find a consistent estimator of u. Falk and Kohne (1984) propose such an estimator 

and prove its consistency. Using this estimate of u (or any other consistent estimate of u) in 

Eq. (C.8) yields the robust (robust against departures from independence) version of the sign 
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test when the dependence of the sample can be described in terms of mixing conditions. 

The test statistic given in Eq. (C.S) can DOW be used to test the hypothesis that 

med(F) - O. In addition to the fact that in equilibrium the expected value of the change in 

energy must be zero, the detailed balaoa" equation also implies that in equilibrium the 

distribution of the (~E) values must be symmetric. Therefore, in equilibrium the median 

and the mean of the distribution function of the (~) values are equivalent. Hence, the 

sign test for testing if the median is zero can also be used to test if the mean is zero. If this 

hypothesis is accepted, then we shall claim that equilibrium has been reached. Towards this 

end, define Zj !! (~E)j~+I' The Zj have some unknown distribution function F, and the 

sign test can be used, based on the sample (Zj), to test the hypothesis 110: med(F) - 0 vs. 

HI: med(F) + O. 

The Zj as defined in the previous paragraph are not independent, but the sequence is 

"'-mixing. This follows from the fact that a sequence of random variables that is a function 

of a Markov chain is also ,p-mixing (Billingsley (1979». The sign test under mixing 

conditions given in Eq. (C.S) can then be used to test the hypothesis that the mean of the 

(.a.E) values is zero. 

Other static;tical tests can be used to test the hypothesis that the mean is zero, e.g., the t

test or signed-rank test. The difficulty that is encountered using the sign test appears with 

these tests as well. Namely, the estimation of the variance of the sum of dependent random 

variables must be undertaken. 
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